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I. Introduction

“An antitrust violation may be expected to cause ripples of harm to flow through the Nation's economy; but [...] there is a point beyond which the wrongdoer should not be held liable.”¹ Spelled out with respect to an antitrust liability pursuant to Article 4 of the Clayton Act,² these words from the U.S. Supreme Court stand on firm ground, as they express a principle common to tort law systems worldwide. The need for a normative restriction of the liability for pure economic loss rests upon the fear of socially undesirable restrictions on individual liberty and socially wasteful litigation. This concern is legitimate because tortious acts that distort markets may result in transfer payments between market players who are not responsible for the wrongdoing. Where, however, the loss sustained by one market participant is mirrored by a windfall gain of another, the sum of individual losses caused by an illegal market activity exceeds the net costs inflicted upon society. Thus, if antitrust infringers were, indeed, held liable for all individual losses that may be causally linked with their wrongdoing, this would entail significant risks of over-deterrence and, therefore, result in an undue restriction on commercial freedom. Moreover, given the substantial costs of keeping the machinery of private damages litigation going, it would push the legitimate objectives pursued with such claims ad absurdum if the law were aimed at compensating any kind of individual loss connected with a cartel infringement, however small or remote. With these insights in mind, defining the dividing line between recoverable and non-recoverable antitrust injuries constitutes a continuous challenge for legislatures and courts.

In this article, we will argue that cartelists should be liable for damages caused to firms that supply the cartel or the cartel’s customers with complementary product components.³ What connects these classes of firms is that they may suffer a loss due to cartel-induced underpayment. In response to the cartel’s output reduction, they may find it a profit-maximizing strategy to lower their prices to mitigate the decline in demand, thereby effectively reducing the damage to the cartel’s purchasers. Those direct and indirect consequences of cartelization raise questions as to the proper allocation of rights to claim damages. We provide a framework with two complementary products that are provided under different market organizations. We demonstrate that under both competition and cartelization, the allocation and distribution of surpluses do not depend on the way that the selling of a complementary product is organized. From this, a prima facie argument can be inferred according to which producers of complements should be treated alike under cartel damages laws, regardless of whether they act as purchasers from the cartel, as suppliers to the cartel or as suppliers of the cartel’s customers. Otherwise, the law will fall short of conceptualizing recoverable damages in the amount required to achieve effective deterrence. This result is corroborated through an analysis of other factors that should determine the scope of antitrust standing, such as the optimal harnessing of information about cartel infringements, incentives to bring antitrust suit, social costs of litigation and principles of corrective justice. In light of our findings, we consider a broad concept of antitrust standing that includes suppliers and separate producers of complements as the preferable option, within the institutional framework of both U.S. and EU law. While the implementation of this concept required a fundamental change in case

³ In the following, we will refer to these scenarios as the “supplier case” and the “separate seller case,” respectively.
law in the U.S. federal courts, we show that it would amount to a consistent completion of the current legal framework in the EU.

It is worth noting the constraints of our analytical framework. First, we do not take a position on the optimal institutional design for antitrust enforcement. Rather, we engage in a partial analysis that takes certain institutional elements as given—in particular, the level of public enforcement or the (un)availability of multiple damages. Within this framework, we discuss whether producers of complements should generally have antitrust standing rights. Certainly, in doing so, we discuss the comparative advantages of private enforcement via damage claims, such as the chance to harness private information about antitrust law infringement.

Second, we focus on complementary product components. In our economic analysis, we investigate markets for products or product bundles characterized by perfect complementarity. Here, the postulated one-to-one relationship in the use of the different components provides a clear and relevant case of product market interaction between the components contained in the final good or service. The result is that cartelization in the sales of one component can have strong effects on the performance of firms producing other complementary components. According to U.S. antitrust practice, such firms can bring an action for damages only if they are direct purchasers of the cartelized component; however, as our economic analysis reveals, economic effects are driven by the degree of complementarity and not by the particular market organization. Perfect complementarity across products produced by different firms is a relevant case in industries in which products contain multiple components. The overall performance of the product depends critically on the performance of each component; in particular, the malfunctioning of one component implies the malfunctioning of the whole product.\(^4\) Firms (e.g., car manufacturers) may assemble and integrate components such that customers contract only with the firm doing the assembly, or customers may contract with producers of the different component producers (e.g., in the airline industry, in addition to contracting with aircraft manufacturers, airlines often rent jet engines from one of the major jet engine producers). In other instances, customers buy a product from one firm and sign a service contract with another (e.g., in the case of buying and maintaining an elevator). Computer and weapon systems are two more examples of strong complementarities between complementary product components or services offered by different firms.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Part II outlines the legal status quo with regard to antitrust standing in the U.S. and in the EU. In addition, we recapitulate the concept of optimal deterrence and the resulting model for an optimal amount of cartel damages. Finally, we briefly note how cartel effects on suppliers and separate sellers of complements are considered for the calculation of the (direct) purchaser cartel overcharge. In Part III, we consider the economic effects of cartelization on the market for complementary products. In particular, we assess the cartel-induced effects on producers of complements against the background of optimal antitrust damages and analyse its interrelationship between the legal (dis-)regard of these effects and the calculation of the (direct) purchasers overcharge. In Part IV, we discuss several policy considerations beyond optimal damages award and coherence across

---

\(^4\) In this case, the associated production function has been called the O-ring production function. See Michael Kremer, *The O-Ring Theory of Economic Development*, 108 Quarterly Journal of Economics 553 (1993).
market organizations that may support or militate against a broad concept of antitrust standing. In Part V we set out legal implications. Part VI concludes.

II. A Brief Insight into the Legal Status Quo and its Underlying Rationalities

1. U.S. Antitrust Law

Pursuant to Section 4 of the Clayton Act, “any person who shall be injured in his business or property by reason of anything forbidden in the antitrust laws may sue therefor in any district court of the United States [...] and shall recover threefold the damages by him sustained.” Despite its statutory framework, the law of cartel damages actions is largely the creation of federal judges. Thus, in contrast to what the above language might suggest, a right to sue for recovery of cartel damages is not granted to any plaintiff who may show injury from an antitrust violation. The doctrine of antitrust standing as established by the case law requires, instead, that a court further determine whether the plaintiff is a proper party to bring suit.5

a) The Doctrine of Antitrust Standing

The Supreme Court, in its Associated General Contractors decision, shaped the essential elements of the current doctrine of antitrust standing. Two labor unions sued an association of building contractors for damages. They alleged that the defendants had violated the antitrust laws by forcing its members and its outside contractors to engage only non-unionized firms. The Supreme Court identified five factors that must be taken into account in deciding whether a plaintiff should have antitrust standing:6 (1) the causal connection between the antitrust violation and the harm to the plaintiff, and whether the harm was intended; (2) the nature of the injury, in particular whether the plaintiff is a consumer or a competitor in the relevant market; (3) the directness of the injury, including whether determining damages would be too speculative; (4) the danger of duplicative recovery and whether it would be too complex to apportion the damages; and (5) the existence of a class of better-situated plaintiffs or more direct victims.7 As a result, leaving aside exclusionary effects to the detriment of competitors, under U.S. federal law, antitrust standing in “conventional” cases of horizontal coordination of prices, quantities, etc. is restricted to direct purchasers, with the notable exception of purchasers injured by “umbrella pricing” for the benefit of whom the appellate courts of at least two circuits have affirmed standing and proximate causation.8 In particular, in Hanover Shoe, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled against a defensive

8 See In re Beef Industry Antitrust Litigation, 600 F.2d 1148, 1166, fn. 24 (5th Cir. 1979); United States Gypsum Co. v. Indiana Gas Co., Inc., 350 F.3d 623, 627 et seq. (7th Cir. 2003). In contrast, a claim for damages due to umbrella pricing was dismissed in Mid-West Paper Products Co. v. Continental Group, 596 F.2d 573 (3rd Cir. 1979).
use of the pass-on argument,\(^9\) and, subsequently, in *Illinois Brick*, the Court refused to grant standing to indirect purchasers who argued that a cartel overcharge had been passed on to them.\(^10\)

b) Suppliers to the Cartel

With regard to monopsony underpayment—i.e., when suppliers are the target of a cartel of buyers—their standing has been confirmed by the Supreme Court.\(^11\) Thus, in this respect, an upstream injury to suppliers is treated essentially the same as a downstream injury inflicted on consumers. In contrast, standing of suppliers on the grounds of alleged restrictive practices of their customers in the downstream market has been considered and ultimately denied\(^12\) by the Court of Appeals of at least four Circuits.\(^13\) Those judgments are, of course, pertinent to our topic, as they contain the relevant legal considerations for a denial of antitrust standing to suppliers. What is more, they provide us with vivid illustrations of what the factual backgrounds of cases may look like in which our arguments may become of relevant. Thus, we will briefly introduce the underlying facts and essential grounds of these judgments.

**Comet.**\(^14\) The plaintiff was a mechanical subcontractor who brought suit against several construction contractors and the then Governor of Oklahoma alleging that they had conspired to rig bids for the construction of two public buildings. Comet claimed that bid prices were fixed high enough to allow contractors to force suppliers and subcontractors such as Comet to provide a “kickback” to the Governor. According to Comet, contrary to what was promised before, the successful general bidder refused to award the subcontract for mechanical work to Comet because the firm did not respond to a $100,000 “request” for use by the Governor.

The district court granted the defendant’s motion for summary judgment on the grounds that Comet did not satisfy the requirements for antitrust standing. The Court of Appeals affirmed this decision and contended that only buyers and sellers in the market affected by the alleged antitrust violation fell within the scope of the antitrust laws and, may therefore bring suit. As Comet alleged a manipulation of prices in the market for general construction contracts, it was the state that purchased and had to bear

---


\(^10\) *Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois*, 431 U.S. 720 (1977). Note, however, that about 30 states have enacted so-called *Illinois Brick* repealer legislation, according to which indirect purchasers may sue for cartel damages under the states’ antitrust laws; see ABA Section of Antitrust Law, *Proving Antitrust Damages: Legal and Economic Issues* (ABA Publishing: Chicago, Ill., 2\(^{nd}\) ed. 2010), p. 30.


\(^12\) There are, however, occasional earlier judgments by lower courts that have argued for a wider concept of standing; see, e.g., *Wilson v. Ringsby Truck Lines, Inc.*, 320 F. Supp. 699, 701-703 (D. Colo. 1970), in which the District Court granted antitrust standing to truck drivers and warehousemen who brought suit against their employer, claiming to have suffered reductions in wages and other compensation because the defendant discontinued some of its business as a result of a market-sharing agreement with its competitors.

\(^13\) Not included are cases that involve suits that target downstream mergers; see this category of cases where, however, suppliers’ standing is generally denied as well. Phillip E. Areeda, Roger D. Blair, Herbert Hovenkamp and Christine Piette Durance, *Antitrust Law* (Wolters Kluwer: New York), 4\(^{th}\) ed. 2014), Vol. II A, ¶ 350c, pp. 269-274.

\(^14\) *Comet Mechanical Contractors, Inc.*, v. *E.A. Cowen Construction, Inc.*, 609 F.2d 404 (10\(^{th}\) Cir. 1980).
the burden of any fixed prices. In contrast, the injury suffered by Comet constituted a mere “incidental result of anticompetitive activity in another segment of the economy.”

Exhibitors’ Service. ESI, the plaintiff, acted as a licensing agent for motion picture exhibitors. B&R and AMC were motion picture exhibitors that both operated screens in the same shopping center. They engaged in a bidding war for rights from distributors to first-run films on their respective screens. ESI represented B&R in negotiations with distributors to acquire licenses. In order to end the intense and costly competition, AMC and B&R then entered into a “splitting” arrangement according to which the two firms “equitably” allocated films between themselves. As part of this agreement, B&R terminated its agreement with ESI. Subsequently, both AMC and B&R were represented by Film Marketing, a subsidiary of AMC.

ESI filed an action in District Court and requested inter alia treble damages due to a violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act. The jury returned a verdict in favor of ESI and awarded $70,408 in damages before trebling. In addition, the court awarded ESI $105,612 in attorney’s fees and $7,160.83 in costs. AMC appealed, and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed the District Court’s decision.

The Court of Appeals applied the criteria of Associated General Contractors and found ESI to be not a “proper party” to bring an antitrust action, as it had suffered an injury that the antitrust laws were not “intended to forestall.” Standing should be conferred only upon consumers of the defendant’s products and competitors of the defendants in the restricted market. The conspiracy in restraint of trade between AMC and B&R resulted in a direct injury to film distributors. ESI’s injury had to be considered “merely indirect and derivative.” Consequently, the court considered the distributors the appropriate parties to bring suit. In particular, the court contended that ESI as an agent was, at best, “neutral” on the question of whether or not trade was restrained: “ESI’s injury comes not from the existence of a conspiracy, nor from its trade-restraining effects, but from the conspirators’ refusal to employ ESI to achieve their ends.” ESI could not persuade the court that leaving it without a remedy would bear the risk that a “significant antitrust violation” could remain “undetected or unremedied.” ESI maintained that it was the only party available to act as a private attorney general in this case, as the motion picture distributors did not act because they depended on the exhibitors. The court’s response to this was twofold. First, it argued that distributors might have valid business reasons to “choose not to enforce the letter of the law,” perhaps as they consider the restraint at hand too marginal, but will certainly act “if the restraint ultimately justifies it.” Second, and more general, the court submitted

15 Id., at 406.
16 Id., at 407.
18 Id., at 578.
19 Id., at 578-79.
20 Id., at 579.
21 Id., at 580.
22 Id., at 581 quoting Associated General Contractors, 459 U.S. at 542, 103 S.Ct at 911.
23 Id.
that not “every restraint must become the subject of a private antitrust action even when those directly injured do not choose to make it so.”

**International Raw Material.** IRM operated a terminal that was used to load products, including soda ash, onto ocean-going vessels. It filed an antitrust suit against an association of soda ash producers and its members. IRM alleged that the defendants conspired to fix rates of domestic terminaling services for the export of soda ash. As noted above, regarding this claim of illegal coordination of service recipients to the detriment of their supplier, antitrust standing was not an issue. The District Court, however, held that the defendants were exempt from antitrust liability by virtue of the association’s status as an export trade association registered with the Federal Trade Commission, pursuant to the Webb-Pomerene Act. In return, IRM alleged that the defendants had forfeited their immunity since they had conspired with non-exempt foreign soda ash producers to depress competition in the soda ash industry. The court, however, assumed that IRM could invoke this argument in order to refute the immunity only if IRM also had standing to bring an antitrust suit against its service recipients on the grounds that the latter allegedly cartelized the downstream market. As the court denied this question, it concluded that IRM lacked standing to argue that the association had forfeited its exemption from antitrust laws by depressing competition in the market for soda ash, and, therefore, the court affirmed the District Court’s judgment.

With regard to the implicit question of IRM’s right to bring suit against the downstream cartelization by soda ash producers, the court argued that IRM lacked standing, as the firm neither buys nor sells soda ash.

Thus, “it must allege a significant causal connection between the alleged soda ash conspiracy and the alleged anticompetitive effects in the terminaling market such that the harm to the terminaling market can be said to be ‘inextricably intertwined’ with the alleged soda ash cartel.” The court, however, implicitly assumed that a decline in demand for soda ash and, consequently, a reduced use of terminaling services could not be considered a sufficient connection between an antitrust violation in the soda ash market and the “level competition” in the terminaling market. The court further argued that “[b]ecause IRM is neither a producer nor a consumer of soda ash, it is not the plaintiff best suited to challenge ANSAC’s allegedly unlawful conduct in the soda ash market.” The court gave essentially three reasons to substantiate this stipulation: First, as IRM is not a participant in the market, it is less likely to know about restrictive practices. Second, the purchasers of soda ash are the class of persons whose “self-interest would normally motivate them to vindicate the public interest in antitrust enforcement” and, thus, there was no necessity to grant standing to more-remote parties such a suppliers.

---

24 Id.
26 The argument was grounded on *United States v. United States Alkali Export Ass’n*, 86 F.Supp. 59 (S.D.N.Y. 1949).
27 Id., at 1327.
28 Id., at 1328 quoting *McCreary*, 457 U.S. at 484, 102 St.Ct. at 2551.
29 Id., at 1329.
30 Id.
31 Id. ("That is, IRM cannot be depended upon to advance the strongest arguments identifying the anticompetitive effects in the soda ash market, in which it does not participate.")
32 Id.
court contended that allowing suppliers to bring suit under such circumstances created risks of duplicative recovery.33

**SAS of Puerto Rico.**34 SAS supplied equipment for pay phones. In particular, it offered an upgrade that made it easier for pay phone customers to switch from the pre-designated to a competing operator of telephone services. SAS entered into an agreement with PRTC, which operated 95 percent of the pay phones in Puerto Rico. The agreement provided for SAS to upgrade, on behalf of PRTC, a minimum of 1,500 payphones. Shortly after entering into this contract, PRTC sold a subsidiary. The value of that company lay partly in its position as the pre-designated long distance carrier for most of Puerto Rico’s pay phones. SAS maintained that in the following, PRTC “engaged in a course of conduct designed to delay, disrupt and derail” the installation of the 1,500 intelligent pay phones. SAS put forward, *inter alia*, that these acts constituted not only a breach of contract, but also a violation of Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act. It alleged, *inter alia*, that PRTC had monopoly power in the market for the provision of pay phone services in Puerto Rico and in the market for the provision of long distance services from payphones in Puerto Rico and had conspired with the buyer of its subsidiary to impede and delay the agreement with SAS in order to restrain trade in the aforementioned markets.

The District Court granted PRTC’s motion to dismiss on the grounds that SAS did not adequately assert “antitrust injury.” The Court of Appeals affirmed this decision, denying antitrust standing on the part of SAS. The court identified a general pattern in the case law according to which “the supplier who suffers because an antitrust violation curtails a business would otherwise have purchased from the supplier [...] is held not to have suffered ‘antitrust injury’; while there may be a violation and causal harm to the supplier, the failed business is the immediate victim and the preferred plaintiff.”35 Given that SAS was neither a competitor nor a consumer in the market “threatened by the alleged violation,” the court presumed that standing should be denied. While the court acknowledged that standing may be conferred upon a “second-best plaintiff” in a category of cases in which no “first best” with the incentive or ability to sue is available,36 it held that these conditions were not fulfilled in the case at hand: “[A]bove all, long distance carriers [...] should have ample incentive and ability to challenge violations that foreclose their access to customers.”37 Furthermore, while the court noted that, in the case in question, there wasn’t a risk of awarding duplicative recovery, it considered both the antitrust injuries claimed and the alleged relationship between the violation and the injury to be of “speculative character.”38 The court concluded that SAS was not an appropriate plaintiff to obtain antitrust relief.

**Insights from the Case Law.** All judgments stipulate an outright rejection of a supplier’s antitrust standing grounded in restrictive effects in its (potential) customers’ downstream markets. In *International Raw Materiel*, this aspect became even a part of the judgment’s *ratio decidendi*. Remarkably, none of the above four cases was initiated by a supplier’s suit grounded in an antitrust

33 *Id.* (“Because the industrial consumers of soda ash, for example, could still bring suit and raise these same claims, permitting IRM to go forward with this claim creates the risk of duplicative recovery.”)


35 *Id.*, at 44 (emphasis in the original).

36 *Id.*, at 45.

37 *Id.*

38 *Id.*
injury due to a decline in demand caused by downstream cartelization. Comet concerned a supplier that allegedly lost a contract, as he refused to pay a bribe that his general contractor had agreed to with other construction contractors and a Governor in the course of a bid-ripping conspiracy. In Exhibitors’ Service, a supplier’s services became superfluous due to a market share conspiracy unrelated to a cartel-induced output restriction. In International Raw Material, the suit was directed against a buyer cartel. The plaintiff invoked the issue of downstream cartelization to undermine the defendants’ immunity from the antitrust laws. In SAS of Puerto Rico, the plaintiff was a supplier to a market-dominant firm that was alleged to have foreclosed a downstream market in breach of the essential-facilities doctrine.

The courts based their verdicts solely on considerations regarding an effective private enforcement of the antitrust laws. While the U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly stated that (treble) damages under Section 4 of the Clayton Act serve both as a means of deterring antitrust violations and of compensating victims, this latter objective and the notion of corrective justice, respectively, have not been discussed as considerations that could argue for a broader concept of antitrust standing. Suppliers were not considered “proper” plaintiffs because consumers and competitors in the affected market were available as a class of more suitable plaintiffs. The courts assumed the latter to be in a superior position to notice antitrust violations and to have sufficient self-interest to bring an antitrust suit. Moreover, while it has been argued that, on the one hand, damages claims by suppliers entail risks of duplicative recovery, on the other hand, suppliers’ damages and their causal connection with an antitrust infringement have been considered too “speculative.”

c) Suppliers to the Cartel’s Customers

An antitrust suit on the grounds that the customer of the plaintiff suffered from reduced demand due to an upstream cartelization seems not to have been reported so far. Standing has been denied, however, where an exclusionary practice has been directed at the plaintiff’s customers. For instance, a supplier to an airline was not permitted to bring an antitrust suit on the grounds that the airline was driven out of the market as a result of the collusive predatory pricing of competing airlines. Such a suit differs significantly from an alleged restrictive practice, as it does not necessarily involve “a claim that output has been curtailed or prices enhanced throughout an entire competitive market.”

Nevertheless, the reasons given by the court are telling because, applying the criteria developed by the Supreme Court in Associated General Contractors, it based its verdict, inter alia, on the already familiar consideration that the plaintiff “was neither a consumer nor competitor” in the airline market but in the

---

39 See Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois, 431 U.S. 720, 746 (1977) (“But §4 has another purpose in addition to deterring violators and depriving them of ‘the fruits of their illegality,’ Hanover Shoe, 392 U.S. at 494; it is also designed to compensate victims of antitrust violations for their injuries.”); American Soc’y of Mech. Eng’rs v. Hydrolevel, 456 U.S. 556, 575-76 (1982) (“[T]reble damages serve as a means of deterring antitrust violations and of compensating victims ...”).
40 See, on the notion of corrective justice as a guiding principle of antitrust damages law, Infrac sub IV.2.
41 Brian Clewer, Inc. v. Pan Am. World Airways, Inc., 674 F. Supp. 782 (C.D. Cal. 1986), aff’d, 811 F.2d 1507 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 925 (1987). In fact, the plaintiff was not a typical supplier but a travel agency that characterized itself as a “marketer of air transportation and related services” and whose profits depended largely on the commission obtained from the sale of tickets of the airline that had been the alleged victim of predatory practices, id., at 784 and 788.
42 Id., at 786.
market for the sale of airline tickets. Moreover, the court emphasized the existence of classes of potential plaintiffs that were in a better position to assert antitrust claims—namely, the airline that was the target of the alleged predatory pricing and whose suit against the defendant airlines had been settled, as well as the customers of the airline whose class actions were on track to be settled. Finally, the court emphasized that the plaintiff “stands in the same position of numerous other prospective plaintiffs whose alleged losses are indirect and derivative,” including “other supplies of goods and services, food vendors, waste disposal, services and custodians.” These reasons given by the court indicate that the court would have equally denied standing if the plaintiff had alleged a restrictive practice to the detriment of its customer. Thus, in light of the established doctrine of antitrust standing and the existing body of case law, there can hardly be any doubt that courts would not confer antitrust standing on firms that separately sell complementary goods to cartels’ purchasers and that claim to have suffered a loss due to reduced demand.

2. Competition Law in the EU

Within the EU, the law on cartel damages is an area of continuous development. In its seminal judgment in Courage, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) stated that the “full effectiveness” of the prohibition of restrictive practices pursuant to Article 101 TFEU “and, in particular, the practical effect laid down in [Article 101 TFEU] would be put at risk if it were not open to any individual to claim damages for loss caused to him.” Pursuant to the principle of effectiveness embodied in Article 4(3) TEU, which imposes a duty of loyal cooperation between the Member States and the EU institutions, the laws of the Member States that provide the legal basis for cartel damages claims and that, in the absence of harmonising EU law, lay down the detailed rules governing those legal actions, must not render the right to claim damages “practically impossible or excessively difficult.” Accordingly, in Courage, the ECJ stated that EU law did not preclude national law from preventing an unjust enrichment of claimants of cartel damages or from denying parties standing who bear “significant responsibility” for the infringement of competition law. Subsequently, in Manfredi, the ECJ added that it was for the Member States’ laws to prescribe “the application of the concept of ‘causal relationship’” between an illegal restrictive practice and the harm suffered. However, those domestic rules must comply with the principle of effectiveness.

---

43 Id.
44 Id., at 787.
45 Id.
46 See e.g. John E. Lopatka, Antitrust Injury and Causation, in ABA Section of Antitrust Law (ed.), Issues in Competition Law and Policy (ABA Publishing: Chicago, 2008), Vol. III, 2299, 2312-13; Areeda, Blair, Hovenkamp and Durrance supra note 13, at ¶350a, p. 267: “An immediate victim of illegal conduct by the defendant(s) is the plaintiff’s customer, who then buys fewer inputs from the plaintiff. The plaintiff generally lacks standing unless the plaintiff competes with the defendant.”
48 Id., at para 29. This principle was codified in Article 4 EU Cartel Damages Directive: “In accordance with the principle of effectiveness, Member States shall ensure that all national rules and procedures relating to the exercise of claims for damages are designed and applied in such a way that they do not render practically impossible or excessively difficult the exercise of the Union right to full compensation for harm caused by an infringement of competition law.”
50 Joined Cases C-295/04 to 298/04, Vincenzo Manfredi v. Lloyd Adriatico Assicurazioni SpA and others, EU:C:2006:461, para 64.
On this basis, the ECJ held in *Kone* that domestic law must not exclude compensation of losses resulting from umbrella pricing “categorically and regardless of the particular circumstances of the case” and thereby effectively gave umbrella plaintiffs the right to sue. It still remains open, however, whether the principle of effectiveness, as it was invoked and interpreted by the ECJ in *Courage*, entails any requirements, first, for the legal treatment of pass-on effects and the right to sue by indirect purchasers and, second, for antitrust standing by suppliers to the cartel or by separate sellers of complements.

Similar to the ECJ’s statement in *Courage*, the EU legislature stipulated in Article 3(1) of the EU Directive on Cartel Damages that “Member States shall ensure that any [...] person who has suffered harm caused by an infringement of competition law is able to claim and to obtain full compensation of that harm.” However, as this statement presupposes a concept of causation—which the Directive does not provide for, and therefore, remains, in principle, a matter of Member States’ laws—it does not exclude *a priori* the possibility that Member States will deny compensation for certain types of harm based on doctrines such as remoteness, proximate causation, or directness of injury. Remarkably, and in contrast to the approach of U.S. federal law, Article 12(2) of the Directive explicitly grants standing to indirect purchasers. Other potential plaintiffs beyond direct purchasers remain unaddressed in the operating part of the Directive. Yet it is pointed out in recital 43 of the Directive that “infringements of competition law [...] may also concern supplies to the infringer (for example in the case of a buyers’ cartel).” As the case of a monopoly underpayment due to a cartel by buyers is mentioned only as one conceivable example of possible harm done to suppliers, this wording suggests that the legislature at least had in mind damages done to suppliers due to downstream cartelization by their customers as a possible cause for damages actions. Though recitals contain a statement of reasons given by the legislature, and, thus, the enacting terms of the Directive have to be interpreted in light of the recitals, the quoted statement

---

51 Case C-557/12, *Kone AG and others v. ÖBB-Infrastruktur AG*, EU:C:2014:1317, para 33.
54 See recital 11, 2nd sentence EU Cartel Damages Directive: “All national rules governing the exercise of the right to compensation for harm resulting from an infringement of Article 101 or 102 TFEU, including those concerning aspects not dealt with in this Directive such as the notion of causal relationship between the infringement and the harm, must observe the principle of effectiveness and equivalence.”
55 See recital 11, 5th sentence EU Cartel Damages Directive: “Where Member States provide other conditions for compensation under national law, such as imputability, adequacy or culpability, they should be able to maintain such conditions in so far as they comply with the case-law of the Court of Justice, the principles of effectiveness and equivalence, and this Directive.”
56 This rule is, of course, interrelated with the decision to grant cartelists a passing-on defense against their purchasers, pursuant to Article 13 of the EU Cartel Damages Directive.
57 See, e.g., Joined Cases C-402/07 and C-432/07, *Sturgeon and others*, EU:C:2009:10923, paras. 41-44.
does not give a conclusive argument for deducing—against the aforementioned considerations—standing rights for suppliers from Article 3(1) of the Directive.

Hence, for the time being, the ball is in the court of the Member States’ institutions. The Directive leaves the Member States’ legislatures sufficient discretion to adopt a broad concept of antitrust standing as proposed in this article. However, ultimately it will be up to the national courts to clarify, by way of a preliminary reference to the ECJ, whether an infringement of Article 101 TFEU must trigger the liability of cartelists towards suppliers and/or separate sellers of complements to satisfy the principle of effectiveness or whether such liability is within the discretion of each Member State. However, we are not aware of any decision of a European court that has even considered this issue.

While economic studies aimed at informing the legal discourse on cartel damages in the EU have pointed to (potential) injuries inflicted upon suppliers and upon separate sellers of complementary products, and while the Commission recognizes that those parties may suffer harm, thus far, these effects have been largely ignored in the legal debate in Europe. Actions for damages for breaches of EU competition law are still at an early stage of development, and it is still quite a challenge even for direct purchasers to get their cartel overcharge compensated by a follow-up action. Thus, the number of final judgments is still low (although numerous cases are still pending or have been settled), and it is understandable that neither the Commission nor academic writers have considered it a pressing issue to discuss rather doubtful categories of (potential) damages. What is more, the hesitancy to address the topic arguably also reflects that it is widely regarded as quite delicate. If standing were granted to those classes of plaintiffs, wouldn’t this effectively mean opening the “flood gates”—i.e., allowing for socially wasteful litigation and creating a risk of systematic, socially undesirable over-deterrence? Those who feel uneasy with a broad concept of standing will find their skepticism supported by the aforementioned rules of U.S. law, which are typically seen as a model of a system of functioning private enforcement of antitrust rules.

3. Rationalizing a Narrow Concept of Antitrust Standing: Interim Findings

Whatever legal doctrine is invoked and whatever rhetoric courts or commentators on both sides of the Atlantic use to justify restrictions on antitrust standing, the widespread skepticism towards cartel damages claims by suppliers and separate sellers of complementary goods rests upon a modest number of recurring policy considerations. Damage caused to parties other than the cartel’s purchasers are often characterized as being “tenuous” and “speculative.” While it is not denied that these parties may suffer actual harm due to the cartel, it is assumed that to deal with such cases would burden the courts with questions of excessive economic complexity. More generous rules on standing might attract lawsuits.

---

58 See, e.g., Oxera, Quantifying antitrust damages, Towards non-binding guidance for courts, Study prepared for the European Commission, 2009, p. 27; Frank Maier-Rigaud and Ulrich Schwalbe, Quantification of Antitrust Damages, in David Ashton and David Henry, Competition Damages Actions in the EU: Law and Practice (Edward Elgar: Cheltenham and Nothampton, MA, 2013), para. 8.024-8.028 and 8.032.


60 But see, e.g., Eckart Buener and Florian Smuda, A Primer on Damages of Cartel Suppliers – Determinants, Standing US vs. EU and Econometric Estimation, ZEW Discussion Paper No. 13-063 (2013), who argue for a broad concept of standing that includes cartel suppliers.
without merit and increase the number of false judgments (false negatives and false positives). Thus, the underlying rationale is that the social costs of allowing these claims would outweigh the benefit to society in terms of higher enforcement pressure on cartels and in terms of gains in corrective justice to the victims of a cartel. This argument is typically presented in relative terms: as direct purchasers can be seen as a category of plaintiffs that are always available and that are in a position to act more efficiently and effectively as vindicators of the public interest, there seems to be no good reason to accept the higher costs that accompany lawsuits by suppliers, etc. In addition, giving different categories of parties affected by a cartel the right to sue is commonly considered the same as hindering effective antitrust enforcement through direct purchaser claims, as it entails the need for a complex “apportionment” of damages. Associated with this is a particularly widespread fear that a broad concept of standing will end up with “duplicative recovery” and, thus, with a socially undesirable degree of deterrence.

In the following, we will consider these arguments and try to demonstrate that a consistent concept of antitrust enforcement via damages claims must not negate the effects on suppliers and separate sellers of complementary goods and should, indeed, grant standing to these categories of cartel-affected firms. Therefore, we first of all need to clarify two aspects: first, the concept of optimal deterrence; and second, how effects on suppliers and separate sellers of complementary goods are currently considered in calculating the cartel overcharge—i.e., the price effect on the cartel’s purchasers account.

4. Optimal Deterrence

In both the U.S. and the EU, deterrence has been identified as one crucial objective of cartel damages actions. Thus, based on this, the question arises: what are the criteria for the kind of damages that should be recoverable?

a) Private Damages Actions as One among Several Enforcement Tools

Antitrust laws employ multiple tools for enforcement. Firms that participate in cartels will be fined and have to pay damages. Notably, in the U.S., cartel activity is considered a serious crime, and, thus, individuals engaging in cartelization may be convicted and imprisoned. When evaluating the deterrent effect of the legal status quo, it is imperative to ascertain the overall deterrence due to the sanctions in place. In an ideal world, the various mechanisms will support each other and, taken together will achieve effective deterrence in the most efficient way.

Nevertheless, when considering the normative expectations that should be attributed to private damages actions as an enforcement mechanism, there are sound reasons to strive for a tool that will work as an effective instrument on its own. That is because private enforcement via damages claims should function as a safety net when public enforcement fails. This might be the case for various reasons—in particular due to insufficient resources, as the work of antitrust authorities is (negligently or deliberately) not sufficiently appreciated by political decision makers; or due to misguided—or at least suboptimal—enforcement strategies. There is, for instance, a widespread belief that during recent years, authorities have relied too much on leniency applications and have invested too little in active anti-cartel policy, such as screening industries that proved to be “cartel-prone” or developing alternative instruments such as whistleblower rewards that could incentivize market players to reveal information about cartel infringements. Be that as it may, even if private enforcement is seen merely as a “safety-net,” that makes it necessary to construe antitrust damages actions in such a way that they can operate
as a potent enforcement tool, ranging from effective proceedings on the disclosure of evidence to the definition of recoverable damages. It is true that if we had in place a mechanism of antitrust enforcement via damages actions that could guarantee optimal deterrence, adding to this any kind of (imperfect) public enforcement would result in socially wasteful over-deterrence. However, as we are nowhere close to this state, it seems fair to note that any amendment to the current system of damages actions that brings it closer to optimal enforcement will result in an improvement of overall antitrust enforcement.

b) On the Possibility of Over-deterrence

When antitrust law is not accompanied by adequate sanctions, profit-maximizing firms will hazard the consequences of illegal conduct. Thus, they will either be prepared to knowingly break the law or to invest too little in measures that are meant to ensure compliance with the law. These risks of under-deterrence are uncontroversial. Less clear, however, is whether there is a risk of over-deterrence when it comes to cartel enforcement. If one assumes that any cartel infringement is socially undesirable, then the wrongdoer who refrains from deliberately breaking antitrust laws can avoid any sanction, with costs that amount to zero from a social point of view or that are even negative, as may be the case if one bears in mind that the expenses that go along with cartelization are being saved. Thus, if one does not want to leave the door open for an “efficient breach”—a question that hardly seems significant in the context of hardcore cartels—it might appear as if there were actually no risk that socially desirable market activities would cease as a result of sanctions that go beyond (however defined) optimal deterrence.

When looking more closely, it becomes evident, however, that this analysis holds only under certain conditions. Therefore, over-deterrence appears to be a real problem because, first, firms cannot always accurately anticipate the dividing line between what is and is not allowed under antitrust laws. This also holds true with regard to conduct on the fringes of what must be condemned as a per se violation under Section 1 of the Sherman Act or as a restriction of competition by object under Article 101(1) TFEU. Thus, firms may forgo business activities whose legality, from the firm’s point of view, is unclear, but that are, in fact, perfectly legal and socially desirable. Second, it is the management that decides about precautionary measures to prevent antitrust violations and that is responsible for the “tone from the top” with regard to abiding with the antitrust laws. However, it may well be that it is, say, the salespeople or employees in lower or middle management positions that arrange cartels on their own. Therefore, an excessive threat of liability may cause management to invest in compliance efforts to a socially undesirable extent. This may include activities such as risk assessments, antitrust-law training

---

61 See infra note 66.
62 See, e.g., Areeda, Blair, Hovenkamp and Durrance supra note 13, at ¶330b2, pp. 41-42. In legal systems in which liability requires proof of fault, courts may apply this requirement to cushion risks of over-deterrence that are entailed by ambiguous legal standards. However, the fault requirement provides only for an imperfect remedy in this regard; see Jens-Uwe Franck, Umbrella pricing and cartel damages under EU competition law, 11 European Competition Law 135, 144-45 (2015).
courses for staff members, active searches for cartel infringements, or the introduction of whistleblowing systems. Over and above these measures, it may even induce the management to refrain from investments in sectors that are prone to cartelization. Thus, it is essential to strive for optimal rather than complete deterrence and to have a “yardstick” at its disposal for the evaluation and calibration of the deterrent effect of cartel damages liability.

c) (Non-)Profitability in Expectation: The Beckerian Standard Model

A frequently used model of optimal deterrence defines the optimal expected sanction, in line with Gary Becker’s seminal works on the economic analysis of crime prevention.65 Adapting it to the evaluation of cartel damages, the deterrent effect of potential private damages actions depends on the amount of damages a court may order an antitrust infringer to pay and on the likelihood that the sanction will ultimately be imposed. An optimal sanction should force a firm to internalize the social costs of its behavior. Hence, the optimal damages award should equal the external harm done by the cartel—i.e., the net harm to persons other than the cartelists. Therefore, in an ideal world of antitrust enforcement, the recoverable damages should equal the deadweight loss borne by persons other than cartelists, plus the cartel overcharge.66 Individual losses that are induced by a cartel and that represent a mere transfer of wealth between parties not responsible for the antitrust infringement should ideally be ignored. This is why in an ideal world of deterrence through damages liability, losses resulting from umbrella pricing should not figure in the damages, even though they are caused by the cartel.67 In addition, as the likelihood that a cartel will be detected68 and that a victim will subsequently (successfully) sue for damages is less than one, the actual damages awarded should be adjusted upward: net harm to others ÷ (Probability of detection × Probability of successful damages action or settlement).


68 According to a survey of studies and opinions, the detection rate of cartels is predominantly estimated to be in the 10% to 25% range. See John M. Connor and Robert H. Lande, Cartels as Rational Business Strategy: Crime Pays, 34 Cardozo Law Review 427, 462-465, 486-490, tbl. 3 (2012).
The consequences of these insights are essentially twofold. First, the actual deterrent effect of cartel damages claims depends on a number of legal aspects other than the rules on antitrust injury and standing. A quite important factor is, *inter alia*, the availability of punitive or multiple damages that may offset risks of under-deterrence caused, for example, by restrictions on antitrust standing. Second, if the damage caused by a cartel to a category of market participants represents part of the deadweight loss or part of the rents pocketed by the cartelists, a recovery of this type of damages, as such, may never entail a risk of over-deterrence. In contrast, to refuse standing to those parties may cause a risk of systematic under-deterrence.

d) Beyond Fines and Damages in Expectation: “The Fear of Being Betrayed”

While the aforementioned literature in line with *Becker* focuses on the overall payment by the cartel that should, in expectation, be just large enough to deter a crime, economists have stressed that an illegal cartel can be sustained only if all cartel members follow the collusive agreement. This means that a cartel can be deterred if potential members know that the cartel would break down shortly after being formed. Thus, a cartel can be deterred by making sure that potential cartelists’ incentive constraint to sustain the cartel outcome is violated and that potential cartelists cannot trust their partners in this illegal activity.69 This is the main motivation behind leniency or whistleblower rewards programs.70 Thus, taking into account that a cartel is not a single entity, but contains a group of individual actors, the issue of deterrence is not fully addressed by focusing on the overall level of fines and damages that the cartel pays. Indeed, if firms that are granted leniency have to pay damages in private lawsuits, deterrence might well be more difficult, as a cartel may more easily be sustained when the overall payment is increased. While orthogonal to the main point of our paper, this qualifies our remarks on optimal deterrence.

5. Calculating Cartel Damages

Both suppliers to a cartel and separate sellers of complementary goods may find it a profit-maximizing strategy to reduce their prices in response to a cartel’s output reduction. Thus, the question arises of how such effects of underpayment are considered in calculating the negative price effect on the cartel’s purchasers. Under U.S. antitrust law, the fact that indirect purchasers may not sue for damages is offset by an over-compensation to the benefit of direct purchasers (as the cartelists have no passing-on defense). Therefore, it would seem to be consistent if the refusal of antitrust standing for suppliers and for separate sellers of complementary goods were offset by a normative decision to ignore the aforementioned effects that benefit direct purchasers, who would, in turn, be over-compensated.

However, until now, the courts have not developed a doctrine to this effect, and, in fact, it appears that they have not even considered the issue. Pursuant to the general rule that governs damages calculation,


70 Leniency programs are nowadays standard investigative tools of antitrust authorities and, thus, have been implemented by both the U.S. Department of Justice Antitrust Division and the EU Commission, among others. In contrast, while, at present, whistleblower rewards programs are deployed in such places as the United Kingdom, South Korea, and Hungary, they have been considered but not yet implemented in the U.S. or by the EU Commission; see Kevin R. Sullivan, Kate Ball and Sarah Klebolt, *The Potential Impact of Adding a Whistleblower Rewards Provision to ACPERA*, the antitrust source, October 2011, 1-6.
a party that is entitled to damages can recover a loss measured by the difference between her actual position and the position she would have been in but for the antitrust violation. Thus, based on the premise that the antitrust infringement did not occur, a hypothetical “but-for world” has to be constructed and compared to the position the plaintiff is actually in. Here, in a standard price-fixing case, the measure of damages is “the difference between the price actually paid by the [plaintiff] on the contracts and the price it would have paid absent the conspiracy.”71

As a consequence of this approach, inasmuch as a cartel supplier reduces its prices in order to reduce the decline in demand, this must not be negated when the but-for scenario is constructed. It should advance the but-for price, thereby effectively impeding an over-compensation of the cartel’s purchasers. If the but-for price is—as frequently happens—calculated following comparator-based approaches,72 this ensures that the price effect of a cartel on direct purchasers will, indeed, include reactions of the cartel’s suppliers, even though the courts do not explicitly consider the issue.

Effects on separate sellers of complementary goods should get equal consideration when constructing the but-for scenario (and should thereby reduce the damages granted to a direct purchaser). Yet, in contrast to the effects on suppliers, this does not happen “automatically” because the cartel damage calculation is based on the price to be paid by the direct purchasers to the cartel. While there is a doctrine under U.S. antitrust law according to which the benefits a plaintiff derives from an antitrust violation should be included in the damages calculation,73 and while Article 3(3) of the EU Cartel Damages Directive explicitly states that “[f]ull compensation under this Directive shall not lead to overcompensation[,]” we could find no precedent for an effective implementation of this rule with regard to cartel-induced price reductions on the part of separate sellers of complementary products. It appears that the courts have not, so far, considered this kind of passing-on defense.

Thus, although the cartel-induced effects on suppliers and on separate sellers of complementary products should be included in a calculation of the damages awarded to the cartel’s purchasers, in practice, this may effectively be implemented in the former case, but rarely in the latter. This legal status quo raises the following question, which we will address below:74 If it can be demonstrated that the damage sustained by suppliers to the cartel and by separate sellers of complementary products should ideally be recoverable, even though these market players do not have a right to sue, would an (intentional or incidental) overcompensation of direct purchasers (which occurs because price-dampening responses to the benefit of the aforementioned parties are normatively ignored) effectively offset the risks of systematic under-deterrence?

71 New York v. Julius Nasso Concrete Corp., 202 F.3d 82, 88; see, also, Article 3(2) EU Cartel Damages Directive, which stipulates that “[f]ull compensation shall place a person who has suffered harm in the position in which that person would have had the infringement of competition law not been committed.”

72 Here, the calculation is based on cross-sectional comparisons or time-series comparisons. Cross-section and time-series information can be combined to apply difference-in-difference methods.

73 L.A. Mem’l Coliseum Comm’n v. NFL, 791 F.2d 370, 381-83 (7th Cir. 1986).

74 See infra sub III.4.
III. An Economic Analysis of Cartel Effects in Markets with Complementary Products

1. A Framework for Evaluating Cartel Effects

We consider the effects of cartelization on the market of a complementary product. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the case in which two products, A and B, are perfect complements. This means that consumers enjoy benefits from the combination of one unit of product A and one unit of product B. Absent cartelization for product A, we postulate that both markets operate perfectly competitive. In our economic analysis, we postulate that firms are specialized and can produce only one of the two products. The case of integration will serve only as a benchmark below. Depending on the particular case of interest, one of following three organizational structures for the selling those complements applies:

1. **Purchaser case (PuC).** Firms producing product B buy product A as an input and sell bundles of product A and product B on the market; i.e., cartelization occurs in the upstream market, and firms producing product B are purchasers of the product provided by the cartelized industry.

2. **Separate seller case (SSC).** Both products may be sold directly to consumers, and consumers then combine one unit of each of the two products to enjoy consumption benefits. Thus, firms producing product B are separate sellers.

3. **Supplier case (SuC).** Firms producing product A buy product B as an input and sell bundles of product A and product B on the market; i.e., cartelization occurs in the downstream market. Firms producing product B are suppliers to firms producing product A.

These three organizational structures are illustrated in Figure 1.

---

75 The economic insights derived below generalize to any situation of complementarity; the assumption of perfect complementarity allows for simple visualization.

76 Under imperfect competition, the analysis would need to be modified, and the behavior of imperfectly competitive firms would need to be specified. Bueren and Smuda, supra note 60, consider the purchaser and supplier case and postulate symmetric Cournot competition among producers of product B. Depending on the postulated behavior, the way the selling of complements is organized may affect the market outcome.
Using the facts of *International Raw Material*\(^77\) as an example, we can see how this might look in a real-world business scenario. Assume that a producer of soda ash sells his products overseas via maritime cargo to industrial consumers. This mode of transport necessarily involves the service of a terminal operator at the harbor that specializes in loading vessels with this kind of substance. Starting from this base case, different market organizations are conceivable:

1. **Purchaser Case.** The producer sells soda ash to a dealer that operates a harbor terminal and that resells the soda ash overseas at an agreed port of destination (CIF transaction).
2. **Separate Seller Case.** The producer sells soda ash overseas and commits to placing the goods alongside the buyer’s vessel at a specified port of shipment (FAS transaction). The terminal operator loads the soda ash on behalf of the buyer.
3. **Supplier Case.** The producer sells soda ash overseas at an agreed-upon port of destination (CIF transaction). The terminal operator loads the soda ash on behalf of the seller.

Suppose that both components are produced under increasing marginal costs, with industry cost functions \(C_A(Q_A)\) for component A and \(C_B(Q_B)\) for component B, and consumers have a downward-sloping demand for bundles consisting of one unit of each to the two products. Since marginal costs depend on the number of units produced, we can write \(MC_A(Q_A)\) and \(MC_B(Q_B)\), respectively, where \(Q_A\) is the number of units of product A and \(Q_B\) is the number of units of product B. The inverse demand curve that gives the market price as a function of total output is denoted \(P(Q)\). Since the products are perfect complements, the market always features \(Q = Q_A = Q_B\), as, otherwise, some units would be wasted.

---
\(^{77}\) See *supra* text accompanying note 25.
As a benchmark, we consider an environment in which each firm produces A and B. The marginal cost of producing the $Q$’th unit is $MC_A(Q) + MC_B(Q)$. Cartelization of A implies cartelization of both components. The cartel’s maximal profit is reached under the monopoly outcome with price $P^{CI}$ and quantity $Q^{CI}$. Absent cartelization, the perfectly competitive outcome would be delivered with price $P^X$ and quantity $Q^X$. The loss incurred by purchasers due to cartelization consists of the total overcharge, $(P^{CI} - P^X)Q^{CI}$, and the output effect measured by the area below the demand curve and above the perfectly competitive price $P^X$ in the range between the cartel quantity $Q^C$ and the competitive quantity $Q^X$. This benchmark is well understood in the economics literature. Figure 2 illustrates these effects of cartelization.

**Figure 2:** Total overcharge and output effect under integration of A and B

We now turn to an environment in which components A and B are produced by separate firms. With cartelization for product A, we postulate that all producers of product A participate in the cartel and that they sustain the monopoly price. Thus, the cartel maximizes industry profits for product A, taking into account that: in situation (1), $MC_A(Q_B)$ will be added to the price that the cartel charges downstream firms; in situation (2), the complementary product B will be sold separately at marginal costs; and in situation (3), it will enter as an input cost $w = MC_B(Q_B)$. Thus, independent of the organization of the selling of the complementary product, the cartel will maximize the product of the average price-cost margin $P(Q) - C_A(Q)/Q - MC_B(Q)$ and the number of units sold, $Q$, with respect to $Q$. Profit maximization by the cartel leads to cartel quantity $Q^C$, which is determined by marginal net revenue equal to marginal costs of A, where net revenue is $(P(Q) - MC_B(Q))Q$.

The price for the bundle $P(Q^C) = P_A^C + P_B^C$ under the cartel for product A. A producer of product B will sell a unit of product B at price $MC_B(Q^C)$ and a producer of product A at price $P(Q^C) - MC_B(Q^C)$. The outcome under the cartel is illustrated in Figure 3.

---

78 Efficiency in production without trade between firms requires that the marginal costs are perfectly correlated across the two components.

79 If $MC_B(Q)$ depends on the quantity $Q$, the cartel quantity $Q^C$ is different from the integrated solution $Q^{CI}$ because the cartel among the A producers does not account for the profits that producers of B make on all inframarginal units.
Absent cartelization, there would be perfect competition, and the market output under competition, $Q^X$, is determined by the intersection between the inverse demand function and the sum of marginal costs of the two products, $P(Q) = MC_A(Q) + MC_B(Q)$. The competitive price that consumers have to pay is $P^X = P(Q^X)$. When the two products are sold separately, consumers have to pay $P^X = P_A^X + P_B^X$, where the price of each product is equal to the marginal cost at the competitive output level, as illustrated in Figure 4.

**Figure 3:** The outcome under cartelization of A

**Figure 4:** The competitive outcome

2. **Coherence and Optimal Antitrust Damages**

Recall that we speak of optimal antitrust damages when the damages (possibly together with fines) that cartelists expect to pay are equal to the economic net harm suffered by directly or indirectly affected parties. Our framework allows us to evaluate the economic net harm inflicted on other parties and the gains from cartelization for producers of A. The consumer surplus, producer surplus for product A and
producer surplus for product B under cartelization of A are illustrated in Figure 5. Consumers are willing to pay $P(Q)$ for the $Q'$th unit. Thus, consumer surplus is the sum over all units between 0 and the collusive output $Q^C$ of the difference between willingness-to-pay for that unit and the collusive price $P^C = P^C_A + P^C_B$. Producers of product B obtain a price equal to the marginal cost of the last produced unit. Hence, their surplus is the light grey triangle in Figure 5. Producers of product A sell all their units above marginal costs and obtain a surplus measured by the dark grey area in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Surpluses in the cartelized outcome](image)

Absent cartelization of A, surpluses are markedly different. Consumer surplus (CS), producer surplus for product A ($PS_A$) and producer surplus for product B ($PS_B$) are illustrated in Figure 6. The market outcome under perfect competition is efficient, and the corresponding surpluses measure what the surplus should be if competition is not disturbed by cartelization in part of the industry. When detecting a cartel, under our assumptions,\(^{80}\) this would be the appropriate counterfactual scenario to take into account when calculating welfare losses and the corresponding damages. We note that the market outcome and the surplus distribution are independent of how the selling of the complementary goods is organized.

Taking a closer look at these surpluses, the consumer surplus is the sum over all units between 0 and the competitive output $Q^X$ of the difference between willingness-to-pay for that unit and the competitive price $P^X$. This consumer surplus is larger than the consumer surplus under cartelization, as consumers have to pay a higher price when buying one unit of product A and one unit of product B. The difference in consumer surplus is the damage that consumers suffer from cartelization among producers of product A.

The producer surplus for product B covers all inframarginal profits on all units up until $Q^X$. Thus, each such unit $Q < Q^X$ contributes with $P^X_B - MC_B(Q)$. Summing over all units, we obtain the producer surplus $PS_B$ as the light grey area in Figure 6. In other words, the producer surplus of producers of

---

\(^{80}\) A court that constructs a counterfactual scenario has to take into account other (real-world) market imperfections.
product B is the sum of the difference between the price of product B (which is equal to the marginal cost of the last unit sold) and the cost associated with the production of each produced unit.

The producer surplus of producers of product B is larger without cartelization than with it. The difference in producer surplus is the damage that producers of product B suffer from cartelization among producers of product A. Thus, their damage should be included in an “optimal” level of damages, as defined above.

Most familiar to practitioners is the purchaser case. Here, the per-unit input cost for producers of product B increases from $MC_A(Q^X)$ to $P(Q^C) - MC_B(Q^C)$ due to the cartelization of A. This captures the “cost effect.” A “pass-on effect” exists because producers of product B sell the product at $P(Q^C)$ instead of $(Q^X) = MC_A(Q^X) + MC_B(Q^X)$. With strictly increasing marginal costs $MC_B$, there is always partial pass-on. In addition, we note that there is an “output effect” since $Q^X > Q^C$.

![Figure 6: Surpluses under competition](image)

Comparing the outcome under a cartel for product A to the outcome under competition, we observe that the price for the bundle increases and that production levels for product A and product B decline; i.e., $Q^C = Q_A^C = Q_B^C < Q^X = Q_A^X = Q_B^X$. It is obvious that cartelization leads to reduced production of A. Due to the complementarity between A and B, it also results in reduced production of B. Since product B is provided competitively, its price also declines under cartelization of A. This provides the first important take-away: the producer surplus of firms producing product B is necessarily reduced due to cartelization. Thus, they are negatively affected independent of how the selling of the two complementary products is organized.

More generally, it is important to point out that the allocation and the distribution of surpluses do not depend on the way that the selling of the complementary product is organized. This independence holds true under both competition and cartelization. Thus, to the extent that a pass-on effect is considered in one case, for coherence, comparable effects should not be neglected in the other two cases.

Figure 7 illustrates the losses incurred by final consumers and producers of B. These losses consist of the total overcharge and an output effect that consumers suffer and of an underpayment and an output
effect that producers of B suffer. The output effect for producers of B results from units that are not produced under cartelization because of the lower price paid to producers of B as separate sellers (separate seller case) or suppliers to A (supplier case) or because of the lower price difference between the retail price and price paid to suppliers of A when producers of B are purchasers of product A (purchaser case). Each of these units has an associated marginal cost \( MC_B(Q) \) and would contribute to the surplus of producers of B with price \( P_B^* \) absent cartelization.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Figure 7: Losses from cartelization for producers of B and final consumers} \\
\text{Result 1: With and without cartelization, surpluses for consumers and producers of product B do not depend on the way the market is organized. Thus, these parties suffer the same net harm across the three market organizations. For coherence, producers of product B should be treated symmetrically across all three organizations and be awarded the same level of damages.} \\
\text{Our analysis shows that optimal antitrust damages are implemented if producers of product B and final consumers can claim damages that cover the economic harm they suffered under the cartel. In particular, the former should have the right to sue for damages, regardless of whether they take the role of a (direct) purchaser, a separate seller or a supplier (optimal antitrust damages argument).} \\
\text{In the following numerical examples, we illustrate the market outcomes and the size of individual gains and losses from cartelization. In the first example, we consider the case in which the cartelization of A does not affect the producer surplus of B. By contrast, in the other two examples, producers of B are negatively affected by cartelization. These latter two examples differ in the fact that in the third example, producers of A do not enjoy any surplus under competition, whereas they do in the second example. We will return to these examples below to analyze the relationship between overcharge and total damages.} \\
\text{Numerical examples: Suppose that producers of A have the cost curve } C_A(Q) = \alpha Q^2 \text{ leading to marginal costs } MC_A(Q) = 2\alpha Q, \text{ and producers of B have the marginal cost curve } MC_B(Q) = (1 - \alpha)Q, \text{ where } \alpha \text{ is a parameter taking a value between 0 and 1. Suppose, furthermore, that the inverse demand curve is given by } P(Q) = 60 - Q. \end{align*} \]
Under cartelization of A, the cartel solves the maximization problem \( \max_Q[P(Q) - MC_A(Q)]Q - -C_A(Q) \). Solving this maximization problem gives the quantity under cartelization, \( Q^C = 15 \). Producers of B obtain \( MC_B(Q^C) = (1 - \alpha)15 \) as payment for producing one unit of B, and the price for the bundle consisting of products A and B is \( P^C = P(Q^C) = 45 \).

Absent cartelization, both products are supplied competitively. The competitive quantity is determined by \( P(Q) = MC_A(Q) + MC_B(Q) \). This gives rise to quantity \( Q^X = 60/(2 + \alpha) \) and a price for the bundle of products A and B, \( P^X = P(Q^X) = 60(1 + \alpha)/(2 + \alpha) \). This counterfactual would be obtained using comparator-based methods (if these methods worked perfectly).\(^8\)

We observe that, by construction, the bundle price and quantity are independent of \( \alpha \) under cartelization. The total surplus as the sum of producer and consumer surpluses when A is cartelized is equal to \( 225(3 - \alpha/2) \), while the total surplus in the case of competition is equal to \( 60Q^X/2 = 1800/(2 + \alpha) \). The difference measures the deadweight loss due to cartelization.

In the first example, we consider the special case that the surplus of producers of B is not affected by cartelization of A; this is the case if \( \alpha = 1 \), as this implies that the marginal costs of producers of B will be constant and equal to zero, and, therefore, their price will be zero when they sell to consumers or producers of A, and surplus will necessarily be zero. Thus, the cartel will reduce only the consumers’ surplus. The quantity decreases from 20 to 15 due to the cartelization of A. The consumer surplus loss is calculated to be 87.5, while producers of A make a gain of 50. Since producers of B are not affected, optimal antitrust damages are 87.5.

In the second example, we consider a case in which marginal cost curves of the production of A and B are increasing. We pick the case \( \alpha = 1/2 \). Absent cartelization, the quantity \( Q^X = 24 \). Producers are compensated for their marginal costs for 24 units and, thus, receive a price of 12 if they sell their product to consumers or producers of A. With cartelization production is reduced, and producers of B are compensated by the respective marginal cost for 15 units and receive a price of 7.5. Independent of the market organization, producers of B suffer a loss of 87.75 due to cartelization, and consumers incur a loss of 175.5. Hence, optimal antitrust damages are 263.25. Given the restrictions on antitrust standing under U.S. case law, this is the amount that should be awarded to consumers in the supplier and the separate seller cases, while this amount should go to producers of B in the purchaser case.

In the third example, we postulate that producers of A incur constant marginal costs of production (here, 0) and that producers of B incur \( MC_B(Q) = Q \) (i.e., \( \alpha = 1 \)). In this case, producers of B incur a loss of 337.5 from cartelization, as do consumers. Thus, optimal antitrust damages are 675.

Table 1 lists surpluses and surplus changes in these three examples, where “C” stands for the outcome under cartelization of A and competition among producers of B, and “X” stands for market setting with competition also among producers of A. The columns with “\( \Delta \)” stand for the change when moving from cartelization to competition.

---

\(^8\) While comparator-based methods provide a counterfactual, they do not recover the value of \( \alpha \). This value must be obtained through other methods (in particular, following a market-structure-based approach).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ex. 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Ex. 2</th>
<th></th>
<th>Ex. 3</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PS_A$</td>
<td>450.0</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>450.00</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>162.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PS_B$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>56.25</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>-87.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CS$</td>
<td>112.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-87.5</td>
<td>112.50</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>-175.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TS$</td>
<td>562.5</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>-37.5</td>
<td>618.75</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>-101.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Surplus Effects in the Numerical Examples

3. Cartel Damages and Overcharge

In this section, we point to the frequent use of the total overcharge as a proxy for cartel damages. Using comparator-based methods, it appears straightforward to obtain a “but for” price without cartelization for direct purchasers. Using the observed cartel quantity and the observed cartel price, all of the information needed to calculate the total overcharge is available.

These methods also show that the ratio of total damage to total overcharge varies with market structure, when the opportunity cost of offering an additional unit of B depends on whether firms producing product A operate as a cartel. We define the overcharge as the percentage price increase that purchasers of product A encounter as a result of the cartelization of A. More precisely, we define the overcharge as the price increase as a fraction of the cartel price, $(P^C - P^A)/P^C$. The total overcharge is then the overcharge times the cartel price times the number of units sold by the cartel, $(P^C - P^A)Q^C$. It is well known that the total overcharge neglects the output effect—i.e., the loss suffered by purchasers due to a reduction in the number of units sold. It has also been pointed out that compensating only direct purchasers by the total overcharge accounts for all overcharges incurred by direct and indirect purchasers but misses the output effect in each layer and, therefore, results in too low a level of damages paid by the cartel. \(^{82}\) We add to this debate by pointing out the incoherent treatment of markets in which the same economic relationship holds, but that are organized differently in terms of who contracts with whom. We will conclude that U.S. and EU cartel law practices are incoherent across the three different market organizations, not only as regards the parties with antitrust standing, but also the overall level of damages borne by the cartel. In our analyses, we presume that the court gets the facts right; that is, it obtains the correct information on prices and cartel quantity.

---

\(^{82}\) The economics literature has pointed out that there is no clear relationship between damages awarded on the basis of overcharge and the true harm. See, e.g., Frank Verboven and Theon van Dijk, *Cartel Damages Claims and the Passing-On Defense*, 57 Journal of Industrial Economics 457 (2009) and Martijn A. Han, Maarten Pieter Schinkel and Jan Tuinstra, *The overcharge as a measure of antitrust*, Amsterdam Center for Law & Economics Working Paper 2008-08 (2009). As the former emphasize, the output effect of a cartel is usually not accounted for.
It is useful to return to the three examples from above to develop our insights. In example 1, no harm is inflicted on the producers of B, and product B is sold at price 0 whether or not A is cartelized; however, in the purchaser case, this means that producers sell the bundle at the same price as the purchase price they pay to producers of A. This implies that in the separate seller and supplier cases, the calculated “underpayment” suffered by producers of B would be zero, as they receive the same price with and without the cartelization of B. Independent of the organization of selling, product A is sold at price 45 by the cartel and would have been sold at price 40 under competition. Thus, the overcharge is 11% and, based on the total overcharge, would be calculated as the price increase of five times the quantity sold by the cartel (15 units), which is equal to 75. This total overcharge is, necessarily, at least as large as the surplus gain enjoyed by the members of the cartel. Example 1 confirms that, regardless of whether pass-on is allowed, as long as one party can sue for damages, and these damages compensate for all losses incurred by outsiders of the cartel, optimal antitrust damages are achieved. In the present example, awarding damages equal to 117% of the total overcharge results in optimal antitrust damages independent of the market organization. According to U.S. doctrine, in the supplier and separate seller cases, only consumers can claim damages. To achieve optimal antitrust damages exclusively through private damages, they should receive (in expectation) damages of approximately 87.5, while in the purchaser case, it is the producers of product B who can claim damages; they should receive 87.5 even though, due to pass-on, they did not suffer any economic harm from the cartel. Under EU law, the situation is treated differently in the purchaser case. There, the cartel may invoke the pass-on defense, implying that producers of B should not be awarded damages. Then, consumers should be awarded damages and recover their economic loss of 87.5. From an incentive perspective, U.S. practice has advantages in the purchaser case if the firms acting as direct purchasers have better information than consumers helping in uncovering the cartel. Where current U.S. practice necessarily fails is in providing corrective justice, as some parties’ benefit from being awarded damages differs from the harm they suffer from cartelization.83

In example 2, a cartel does inflict an economic loss on the producers of B. The information available to the courts is that, in the purchaser and separate seller cases, 15 units are sold at the cartel price of 37.5, whereas using comparator-based methods, under competition, the price would be 24. In the supplier case, the cartel sells 15 units at a price of 45, while it would sell at a price of 36 under competition. Here, producers of A sell the whole bundle.

Through extending comparator-based methods to economic activities associated with the perfect complement—product B—the court will be aware of the fact that in the separate seller and supplier cases, producers of B would sell at a price of 12 without cartelization (while they are actually paid only 7.5 with cartelization). In the purchaser case, the court will know that producers of B would sell at a price of 36 under competition, while they sell at 45 under the cartelization of A.

Under U.S. antitrust practice, the direct purchaser can sue for damages based on the overcharge; in the separate seller case, final consumers have antitrust standing, while, in the purchaser case, producers of product A have antitrust standing. The overcharge is calculated at 36%. The total overcharge \((P_A^C - P_A)Q^C\) is then calculated at the price difference 37.5 – 24 times the cartel quantity of 15, which equals

83 See, on this point, infra IV.2.
202.5. This number is larger than the profit increase from cartelization (which is 162) that the producers of A enjoy and smaller than the total damage inflicted on other parties (which is 263.25 in this example).

In the supplier case, the overcharge is 20% and the total overcharge, \((P_A^C + P_B^C - P_A^X - P_B^X)Q^C\), would be calculated as 135, which is less than in the purchaser and separate seller cases. This total overcharge is now smaller than the profit gain of producers of A from cartelization. Hence, in this example, when using the total overcharge as an indication of the profit increase of cartelists, this number overestimates the gain in the separate seller and purchaser cases, while it underestimates the gain in the supplier case. In the former cases, optimal antitrust damages are achieved when awarding total damages of 130% of the total overcharge, while in the latter case, 195% of the total damages have to be awarded to implement optimal antitrust damages.

We observe that the calculated total overcharge depends on the prevailing market organization. For a coherent calculation of an overcharge or an underpayment, the surplus effects for producers of B and final consumers must be considered.

A possible extension is to allow the pass-on defense to be brought forward by the cartel in the purchaser case and to allow subsequent purchasers to claim damages based on the overcharge, as stipulated by the EU Directive on Cartel Damages. This means that producers of A can ask only for compensation of the reduction in their margin times the cartel quantity, \((P_A^X - P_B^X)Q^C\), while final consumers are compensated based on the price increase they suffer times the cartel quantity, \((P_A^C + P_B^C - P_A^X - P_B^X)Q^C\). In our numerical example, consumers pay a price of 45 under cartelization instead of 36 absent cartelization and, thus, incur a total overcharge of the price difference of 9 times the cartel quantity 15, which equals 135. Since the total overcharge in the purchaser case was calculated with 202.5, allowing pass-on leaves a residual of 67.5 for producers of B. As consumers can make their case that they are negatively affected and overcharged by a total of 135, this does not affect the sum attributed to consumers and producers of B.

A further option is to allow not only indirect purchasers, but also affected suppliers and separate sellers, to claim damages based on the fact that the cartel has underpaid them. Thus, this option gives the same result as the above extension in the purchaser case. In the supplier and separate seller cases, producers of B receive a price of 7.5 per unit when A is cartelized and a price of 12 absent cartelization. Thus, applying the same logic behind overcharge, producers of B suffer a total underpayment \((P_B^X - P_B^X)Q^C\). In our example, this gives 4.5 times 15—or 67.5—under any of those two market organizations (which would coincide with the residual when invoking pass-on in the purchaser case). However, since in the separate seller case, the underpayment incurred by producers of B constitutes a transfer of rents from producers of B to consumers, this lower payment should be reflected in an adjustment of the total overcharge incurred by consumers in their relationship with producers of A, thus leading to \((P_A^C + P_B^C - P_A^X - P_B^X)Q^C\). In our numerical example, this means that the initially calculated 202.5 total overcharge among consumers has to be reduced by the underpayment of 67.5 suffered by consumers of B. In the supplier case, by contrast, there is no direct interaction between consumers and producers of B. Thus, the underpayment of 67.5 suffered by producers of B should be considered in addition to the initially calculated total overcharge borne by consumers, 135. Thus, the extended calculation of total overcharge gives rise to a coherent approach for calculating overcharge across different market organizations. It
allocates damages according to net economic harm and requires only the “but for” price paid to producers of B as additional information. More precisely, for such an extended calculation, the court needs not only information on counterfactual prices paid by direct purchasers, but also, depending on the market organization, prices by suppliers or separate sellers of complements or by subsequent buyers. Compared to the optimal damages calculated in the previous section, the extended calculation suffers from the fact that the output effect is not taken into account, but it has the advantage that it is close to and improves upon current practice based on total overcharge.

Before quickly considering example 3, we summarize the key insight regarding the calculation of the total overcharge.

**Result 2:** A coherent calculation of the total overcharge across different market organizations must consider not only parties that are overcharged, but also parties that are underpaid either directly (as in the supplier case) or indirectly (as in the separate seller case).

In example 3, we use a different allocation of costs across the two components. It confirms the results obtained in example 2 but yields total damages that are even larger. The cartel inflicts large losses on consumers of the bundle and on producers of the complementary product. In the purchaser and separate seller cases, 15 units are sold at the cartel price of 30, while, under competition, 30 units are sold at price 0. Thus, the overcharge is 100%, and the total overcharge amounts to 450. In the supplier case, 15 units are sold at the cartel price of 45, while, under competition, 30 units are sold at price 30. Here, the overcharge is 33%, and the total overcharge is 225. Hence, in the supplier case, the calculated total overcharge severely underestimates the true gains from cartelization. In the separate seller and purchaser cases, optimal antitrust damages are implemented when awarding total damages of 150% of the total overcharge, while in the supplier case, 300% of the total overcharge has to be awarded for optimal deterrence.

Table 2 summarizes the findings regarding surplus changes, total overcharge and total damages, depending on the cost parameter and market structure. Here, \( \Delta PS_A \) denotes the surplus change from the cartelization of producers of component A, and \( \Delta PS_B \) of producers of complementary component B. \( \Delta CS \) denotes the surplus change from the cartelization of final consumers. The total surplus change and, thus—in absolute terms—the deadweight loss are denoted by \( \Delta TS \). The total overcharge of direct purchasers is denoted by \( TO \). Finally, total damage \( (TO) \) reports the total economic harm inflicted on producers of the complementary product B and final consumers.

---

84 Since producers of A have constant marginal costs (here, zero) the total overcharge is equal to their gains from cartelization.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ex. 1</th>
<th>Ex. 2</th>
<th>Ex. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PuC</td>
<td>SSC</td>
<td>SuC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta P_{S_A})</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta P_{S_B})</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta C_{S})</td>
<td>-87.5</td>
<td>-87.5</td>
<td>-87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta T_{S})</td>
<td>-37.5</td>
<td>-37.5</td>
<td>-37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{O})</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{D})</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Surplus Changes, Total Overcharge, and Total Damages in the Numerical Examples

The three numerical examples show that where the calculated total overcharge is restricted to effects on the cartel’s direct purchasers, it provides little guidance about the gains from cartelization or about the total damage. This indicates that awarding damages equal to the total overcharge incurred by direct purchasers of the cartel, using comparator-based methods, provides a reliable estimate of neither the cartelists’ gains from cartelization nor the total damage inflicted on other parties. In addition, the parties actually hurt by the cartel are also unlikely to receive full compensation.

**Result 3:** Optimal antitrust damages would need to be a multiple of the total overcharge calculated for direct buyers. This multiple depends not only on supply and demand conditions for the cartelized product and for complementary products, but also on the market organization.

To assess damages, market-structure-based approaches are needed. Table 1, above, provided the outcome of such calculations in the three examples.

4. Disregarding Pass-on

When pass-on takes place, a court may still choose to ignore this effect, possibly because a passing-on defense is legally excluded or because—even if the defense is legally available—the defendant is not able to sufficiently substantiate the defense. Consistent with this assumption, the court may take the price of the complementary product B as given and construct a counterfactual based on it. In this section, we show the extent to which this counterfactual differs from the “true” counterfactual considered before. Such differences arise because this counterfactual ignores feedback effects between the decisions of producers of A and those of B. This allows us to evaluate the mistake a court makes when awarding damages based on the total economic damage using the wrong counterfactual. Ultimately, it illustrates the scale of the challenge that a legal system faces when it aims to achieve the compensation of net harm through antitrust damages but refuses standing to parties other than direct purchasers.

Suppose that the market environment is correctly described by the above setting but that the court treats the price of product B (or its production cost per unit) as given. Table 1 provided numbers for surplus changes based on the correct economic model, which includes the reactions of producers of B based on their true supply curve. What happens if, in the separate seller or supplier cases, only
consumers suffer from damages? This means that the court does not need to consider losses incurred by the producers of B. We focus our subsequent investigation on the following question: under which circumstances do producers of product B not suffer losses? In such circumstances, the premise is that exclusive standing for direct purchasers is justified on the grounds that they do not incur any damage from the cartelization of A. This, indeed, holds if the producers of B have constant marginal costs of production equal to the price observed under cartelization, which is $MC_B(Q^C)$. In what follows, we postulate that the true market structure is the one described above; however, the court uses a model that rationalizes the cartel outcome but postulates that the marginal costs of producers of B were constant. Thus, to calculate damages, we construct an alternative counterfactual scenario that describes what would happen without cartelization when the effects on the market of product B are ignored. We consider the scenario in which the price for product B remains at the level observed under the cartelization of A, but in which firms of product A behave competitively. As we will see, this will typically lead to damages different from the optimal antitrust damages.

To construct this alternative counterfactual scenario, we assume that the court, which applies the rules on cartel damages, knows the inverse demand function $P(Q)$ and the industry cost function of product A, $C_A(Q_A)$. It also observes the price of product B under cartelization of A, but, in contrast to the previous assessment of what happens under competition, does not know the industry marginal cost function $MC_B(Q_B)$ and takes the price of product B as invariant. Since the court presumes that under competition, the marginal cost under cartelization, $MC_B(Q^C)$, continues to apply where total output is larger and, therefore, the price of product B higher, the court will overestimate the damage to consumers from cartelization. Figure 8 shows the calculated surpluses under this second counterfactual scenario. The predicted output $Q^r$ is larger than in the first counterfactual scenario since the price for product B is treated as given. Thus, producers of product A are predicted to obtain as surplus the accumulated differences between the competitive price for product A under this counterfactual scenario and the unit production costs of product A; this is measured by the size of the grey area in Figure 8. Compared to the cartel outcome, there is an output increase and a decrease in consumer price. The calculated consumer surplus in the second counterfactual scenario is equal to the size of the shaded area in Figure 8.
Figure 8: Surpluses under competition taking the price of product B as given by the one observed under cartelization

To determine whether total damages are higher or lower when calculated on the basis of the second counterfactual scenario, we have to compare the change in consumer surplus with the change in producer surplus of B. Unsurprisingly, consumer surplus would be higher without cartelization. The consumer surplus increase is more pronounced in the second counterfactual scenario—in which the price of product B is taken as given and is equal to the observed price under cartelization—than in the first. By contrast, while the producers of product B cannot claim any damages in the second counterfactual scenario, as their marginal cost is treated as constant, they can claim damages in the first counterfactual scenario because the margins for units sold under cartelization increase without the cartelization of A, and there will be additional units sold, with all but the last unit being sold above marginal costs. This is illustrated in Figure 9. The shaded areas measure the increase in the damages that consumers can claim under the second versus the first counterfactual scenario. The light grey area indicates the increase in the damages that producers of product B can claim under the first counterfactual scenario (given that they are granted standing) compared to the second (where effects on them and their reactions are normatively ignored).

Whether the calculated damages based on the second counterfactual scenario lead to an overall excessive or insufficient level of damages depends on the demand and cost characteristics—recall that the optimal level of damages is determined using the first counterfactual scenario, in which all affected parties are compensated for the losses they suffer under cartelization. As mentioned above, the latter coincides with the sum of cartel overcharge and underpayment of all negatively affected parties, as well as the deadweight loss.\textsuperscript{85}

\textsuperscript{85} See supra sub II.4.
**Figure 9:** Surplus changes when pass-on is not considered

One can construct an example in which both counterfactuals give rise to the same change in consumer surplus, and, hence, using the second counterfactual scenario instead of the first to calculate damages does not distort consumers’ incentives to sue. However, as the second scenario does not account for the producer of B’s reduction in surplus as a result of cartelization, ignoring pass-on here underestimates the total level of damages inflicted on the affected parties.

One can also construct an example in which the total level of damages is overestimated when based on the second counterfactual scenario. Here, the calculated change in consumer surplus using the second counterfactual is larger than that using the first counterfactual, and this difference exceeds the difference in the change in surplus of firms producing B using the two counterfactual scenarios. (The corresponding damages awarded to these firms in the first counterfactual is the difference between the sizes of the light grey areas in Figure 5 and Figure 4; in the second counterfactual, no damages are awarded to these firms.) Ignoring pass-on here overestimates the total level of damage inflicted on the directly and indirectly affected parties. Thus, the overall level of damages paid by the cartel may exceed or be less than the welfare loss inflicted on society. In the Appendix, using two variations with the simple specification that the marginal costs of the producers of product A are zero, we illustrate that calculated total damages based on the second counterfactual can, indeed, be higher (Figure 7) or lower (Figure 8) than the optimal damages—i.e., damages based on the first counterfactual.

**Result 4:** *Normative ignorance of cartel effects on producers of product B in the separate seller or the supplier case and awarding damages only to (direct) purchasers based on the observed price $P^C_B$ may lead to over- or underenforcement, depending on market characteristics.*

This result relies on a change in the price of product B due to cartelization. If, by contrast, the marginal costs of the producers of product B were constant, the damage calculations under the two counterfactuals would always coincide.\(^6\) Indeed, if we postulate that the price charged by the producers

\(^6\) This insight does not generalize to settings in which competition between producers of product B is imperfect.
of product B does not change due to cartelization, these producers should not obtain damages. This holds despite the fact that cartelization reduces output. While, in general, the output reduction due to cartelization provides a reason for claiming damages even without price changes, this argument can be discarded in the proposed setting. To be logically consistent, in the second counterfactual scenario, the producers of product B must have constant marginal costs of production because, otherwise, the price for product B would typically depend on whether the market for product A were cartelized. Since the market for product B is perfectly competitively, price must be equal to marginal cost, and, therefore, the producer surplus of product B producers would be zero, independent of the output level.

The purchaser case merits a couple of remarks. Under market organization 1, producers of product B contract with producers of product A, while consumers do not contract with the latter. If consumer losses are ignored, the question arises: which counterfactual could a court use to calculate the damages of producers of product B (and which is consistent with consumers not being affected)? The answer is not clear.

One possibility is to treat the final retail price as fixed and award as damages all the rents that the cartel has absorbed since, absent the cartel and with the fixed retail price, all of those rents would have accrued to firms producing B, under the assumption that it would be the firms of product A that sell their product at marginal costs. This is the maximal level of damages that can reasonably be claimed by firms of product B. However, treating the retail price as given is inconsistent with the profit-maximizing behavior of the cartel facing a horizontal inverse demand function \( P \), as the cartel would then optimally sell a larger quantity than \( Q^C \).

Alternatively, the cartel quantity can be taken as given, and the overcharge can be calculated as this quantity times the difference between the cartel price and the price that would result without the cartel. More generally, it is not clear which consistent counterfactual that does not account for the harm to consumers can be constructed and should be used.

IV. Competing and Concurring Policy Considerations

The above analysis demonstrates that a normative negation of the antitrust injury suffered by suppliers and separate sellers of complements entails risks of systematic under-deterrence, which may not be completely offset by a corresponding over-compensation of the cartelist’s (direct) purchasers. This raises issues about potentially competing or concurring policy considerations that should be taken into account to determine whether and to what extent cartel victims other than direct purchasers should have a right to sue for cartel damages. We first consider various factors other than the optimal damages awards that determine how effective and efficient antitrust damages claims may play their role as an enforcement mechanism. Then, we discuss corrective justice as a guiding principle of antitrust damages law.
1. Effective and Efficient Enforcement

a) Detection of Cartel Infringements

The prospect of being compensated for their individual harm may motivate market players to harness their information about breaches of the law.87 Such private information about cartel infringements is activated not only through stand-alone litigation against a cartel,88 but also when a victim of a cartel informs an antitrust authority, trusting that the authority will persecute the cartel, which, in turn, makes it easier to sue for compensation by way of a follow-up action. These considerations point to the potential gain from granting antitrust standing to parties that have been affected by a cartel and that possess superior or complementary information that may help to uncover and prosecute the cartel. In International Raw Materials, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit assumed that participants in a market—i.e., buyers, sellers and competitors—are in the best position to be aware of restrictive practices.89 There are, however, good reasons to believe that in particular suppliers to a cartel—due to their intimate knowledge of an industry and their person-to-person contacts with the cartelists’ staff—are among the first that might become suspicious that a decline in demand in an industry might be the result of an artificial output reduction. In any case, suppliers’ stronger incentives to uncover a cartel infringement will make it more costly to cartelize, as it will be more important to cover up collusion. Possibly, similar arguments can be made in the case of separate sellers, as they may have intimate knowledge of the market for complementary products. Moreover, where producers of complementary goods coincidently compete with the cartelists in other markets—a situation that is not uncommon—they may have private information on cartelization at their disposal. Thus, the implementation of a broad concept of antitrust standing may improve cartel detection and deterrence.

88 At least in the U.S., stand-alone cases play a significant role. In an analysis of 40 cases before courts in the U.S., Lande and Davis find fifteen cases that did not follow federal, State, or EU enforcement actions. The authors emphasize that for each of those cases it was the private plaintiffs “that completely uncovered the violations, and initiated and pursued the litigation.” See Robert H. Lande and Joshua P. Davis, Benefits from Private Antitrust Enforcement: An Analysis of Forty Cases, 42 University of San Francisco Law Review 879, 897-9 (2008). In a subsequent article, referring to the same study, the authors conclude “that sixteen of these forty cases originally had been discovered by private parties and their counsel, ten were follow-ons to government enforcement actions, and the others had mixed or uncertain origins.” Moreover, they ascertained that “at least nine of the private follow-on cases [...] were significantly broader than the DOJ case: they involved more defendants than the DOJ case, more causes of action, greater relief (in some instances the only relief), or longer periods of illegality.” See Robert H. Lande and Joshua P. Davis, Comparative Deterrence from Private Enforcement and Criminal Enforcement of the U.S. Antitrust Laws, 2011 Brigham Young University Law Review 315, 346. In a second study, the authors analyzed 20 cases, ten of which they identified as not preceded by government action. See Joshua P. Davis and Robert H. Lande, Toward an Empirical and Theoretical Assessment of Private Antitrust Enforcement, 36 Seattle University Law Review 1269, 1292 (2013).
89 See supra note 31.
b) Ensuring Incentives to Bring Suit

Market players that are in a long-standing business relationship with firms that cartelize are more likely to hesitate to take action—for fear of retaliation or for the benefit of reaping a share of the cartel overcharge. With regard to the latter aspect, it has been demonstrated that through rationing inputs at low prices, an upstream cartel may shield itself from private damages claims by forwarding a share of the cartel profits to its direct purchasers.\textsuperscript{90} Thus, a monopolization of the right to claim damages to the benefit of direct purchasers entails the significant risk that private antitrust enforcement will be thwarted through (tacit) collusion between a cartel and the potential antitrust claimants. This risk may be reduced considerably when a broader class of aggrieved parties enjoys antitrust standing rights and, in particular, when this also includes parties that are not in a direct business relationship with the cartel infringers, such as indirect purchasers or separate sellers of complementary products.

Moreover, it must be borne in mind that it is by no means clear that the (direct or indirect) purchasers suffer the greatest loss due to cartelization. Depending on the particular market conditions, the suppliers of complementary components ultimately bear the largest proportion of the damage from a cartel. Hence, under such circumstances, it is obviously the latter who may have stronger incentives to bring suit.

c) Social Costs of Litigation

\textbf{Damages calculation.} Calculating the exact and complete amount of damages that a cartel inflicted on a supplier or a separate seller of complementary goods involves an assessment of reduced demand effects on the cartelized product and of how this, in turn, affected the profits of the producers of a complement. Thus, constructing a perfect but-for scenario is necessarily more complex than the calculation of a cartel overcharge suffered by a direct purchaser, where, for reasons of simplification, reduced demand effects typically are omitted. However, a similar simplified method is also available for calculating suppliers’ damages. Multiplying the quantity sold under cartelization by the cartel underpaying—i.e., the difference between the price realized and the price with no cartel, which can be calculated following comparator-based approaches—produces a figure that represents the minimum damage inflicted on suppliers. Thus, damages calculation does not necessarily appear to be more costly or prone to error.

However, with regard to damages claims by both purchasers and—potentially—suppliers, we recommend not hastily putting aside a forensic use of more complex methods of damage calculations that produce statements about demand effects. Such a higher level of economic complexity certainly entails higher social costs in terms of costs on the part of the judicial system, such as fees of economic experts and lawyers, as well as error costs. However, we submit that this should not be regarded as a compelling argument against such approaches, as that can prematurely take away every incentive from potential antitrust plaintiffs to strive for advanced and more efficient methods to meet the legal standards of proof. One should not underestimate the innovative capacity of private plaintiffs and, in particular, of the considerable number of law firms and consulting economists that specialize in cartel damages actions and that compete with each other. In particular, it seems as if courts have not yet fully realized

the potential of an implementation of empirical analyses to gather evidence with respect to the complex issues of quantification of damages.

**Unmeritorious actions.** Private antitrust cases that are brought without merit, in the hope that a defendant that might be pushed into a positive settlement or a court that might award damages on a whim, are certainly an evil in terms of social welfare. It appears, however, that there is no sound empirical evidence demonstrating that meritless cases do, indeed, result in settlements.\(^{91}\) What is more, it seems far from clear why granting antitrust standing to firms that supply a cartel or purchasers from a cartel would, in relative terms, increase the number of meritless claims. Furthermore, preventing meritless claims should not be considered a sufficient reason to deny standing to certain categories of plaintiffs, solely on the grounds that the type of cartel damage they claim to have suffered seems rather remote or difficult to prove. Rather, unmeritorious suits should be discouraged through procedural arrangements—in the U.S. context, for example, by adjusting the standard for defendants to obtain summary judgment\(^{92}\) and for plaintiffs to survive a motion to dismiss,\(^{93}\) as well as through appropriate fee allocation rules. Regarding the latter, a loser-pays rule—the general rule throughout the EU\(^{94}\)—could more effectively prevent frivolous claims\(^{95}\) than the one-way fee-shifting regime established under U.S. Federal Antitrust Law.\(^{96}\)

2. **Corrective Justice**

It is a widely shared supposition that private actions for antitrust damages exist alongside enforcement of antitrust laws to “compensate” the victims of cartelization. Both the U.S. Supreme Court and the ECJ have ruled accordingly.\(^{97}\) On closer inspection, however, it becomes apparent that the notion of compensating the victims alone cannot explain the correlativity and bipolar nature of cartel damages claims: why is it the cartelists against whom the action for damages must be directed? Thus, fair and just compensation as an underlying rationality of antitrust damages law must rather be conceived as a pursuit of “corrective justice”—i.e., of “the idea that liability rectifies the injustice inflicted by one person

---


\(^{92}\) See, e.g., *Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp.*, 475 U.S. 574, 588 (1986) (“To survive a motion for summary judgment or for a directed verdict, a plaintiff seeking damages for a violation of § 1 [Sherman Act] must present evidence ‘that tends to exclude the possibility’ that the alleged conspirators acted independently.”).

\(^{93}\) In *Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly*, 550 U.S. 544, 556 (2007), the U.S. Supreme Court modified the pleading standard, holding that a complaint alleging a conspiracy in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act must provide “enough factual matter (taken as true) to suggest than an agreement was made,” and must do so by “identifying facts that are suggestive enough to render a § 1 conspiracy plausible.” Meeting this standard prior to discovery appears not to be an easy task for plaintiffs; see, e.g., *In re Travel Agent Comm’n Antitrust Litig.*, 583 F.3d 896, 902-11 (6th Cir. 2009), cert. denied, 131 S. Ct. 896 (2011); *Kendall v. Visa U.S.A., Inc.*, 518 F.3d 1042, 1048-50 (9th Cir. 2008); *In re Elevator Antitrust Litig.*, 502 F.3d 47, 50-52 (2d Cir. 2007) (per curiam).


\(^{95}\) For a summary of the theoretical and empirical literature on the impact of different fee allocation schemes on the incentives to sue, see CEPS, EUR and LUISS, Andrea Renda et al., *Making antitrust damages actions more effective in the EU: welfare impact and potential scenarios*, Final Report (2007), pp. 176-192.

\(^{96}\) See Section 4 Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 15, according to which (only) successful plaintiffs are entitled to recover “the cost of suit, including a reasonable attorney’s fee.”

\(^{97}\) See *supra* note 39 and *infra* note 126, respectively.
on another." It has been remarked that a rigorous implementation of corrective justice requires that any individual loss associated with an antitrust infringement should be compensated. However, while corrective justice may provide a justification for the availability of antitrust damages claims as such, it is not readily available as a normative principle to guide and rationalize doctrines of tort law or cartel damages law in all their various specifications. That is because it lies in the very nature of established doctrines such as remoteness, proximate causation, or directness of injury and, thus, includes the possibility that certain damages caused by unlawful conduct do not have to be compensated by the wrongdoer and that certain classes of potential plaintiffs are a priori excluded from bringing suit.

It appears to be inappropriate to try to operationalize general theories of corrective justice in order to devise an argument to defend or to attack the compensation of a certain type of harm. Thus, such arguments can be derived either from notions of substantive antitrust law or from comparisons of the damage inflicted upon suppliers and separate sellers of complements with categories of damage whose compensation is established jurisprudentially. On this basis, one might be inclined to find that antitrust standing on the part of purchasers from the cartel (and, arguably, also of umbrella plaintiffs) does serve corrective justice particularly well, as it entails the prospect of compensating for the harm done to consumers. It is indeed widely assumed that the welfare of consumers is of particular concern in antitrust law. One cannot, however, conclude that damage done to firms that supply close

98 Ernest J. Weinrib, Corrective Justice in a Nutshell, 52 University of Toronto Law Journal 349 (2002). Weinrib develops a formalist idea of corrective justice that denies that “compensation” or “deterrence” could be conceived as “goals” of tort law; see, e.g., Formalism and Practical Reason, or How to Avoid Seeing Ghosts in the Empty Sepulchre, 96 Harvard Journal of Law and Public Policy 684, 697-98 (1993). See, for a critique of this approach and a defense of the notion of private damages actions as an enforcement mechanism, Jens-Uwe Franck, Marktkoordierung durch Haftung (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2016), 86-102.

99 See, e.g., CEPS, EUR and LUISS, Andrea Renda et al., supra note 96, p. 46 ("We consider this goal [of corrective justice] to be fully achieved whenever private plaintiffs are granted restitutio in integrum, and accordingly neither over- nor under-compensation are likely to be observed.") and p. 79 ("We can assume that, in order to achieve perfect [...] corrective justice, all these groups [that potentially sustain an economic loss from a price-fixing conspiracy, including suppliers to the cartel or to other firms who sell products that contain the cartelized input] should be granted access to justice to recover damages"); Davis and Lande supra note 91, pp. 8-9 ("As to compensation, in an ideal world, we might identify every antitrust violation ..., determine the amount of harm each victim suffered, and assess whether private or public enforcement best compensated victims for harm. We might also determine every time a private plaintiff obtained compensation in excess of actual damages.").

100 But it must be borne in mind that, in particular, in U.S.-style litigation involving contingency fees, the lawyers pocket a considerable share of the awarded recovery. Based on a study of 45 (large) cases, it has been ascertained that the percentage of recovery awarded as attorney’s fees averaged 14.3% (weighted average) or 25.6% (unweighted average). The difference results from the fact that larger cases tend to produce relatively lower attorney’s fees. See Joshua P. Davis and Robert H. Lande, Toward an Empirical and Theoretical Assessment of Private Antitrust Enforcement, 36 Seattle University Law Review 1269, 1294-5 (2013). Another study ascertained that legal fees made up 9.15% (median fess) or 21% (mean fees) of the recovery. See Theodore Eisenberg and Geoffrey P. Miller, Attorney Fees and Expenses in Class Action Settlements: 1993-2008, 7 Journal of Empirical Legal Studies 248, 266 tbl. 5 (2010). In addition, parts of the recoveries have to be used to administer the payment process. According to the study by Davis and Lande, 4.1% of the recoveries were, on average, allocated to administration, id., at 1307-08 tbl. 11.

101 See Franck supra note 62, pp. 150-152.

102 Consumer welfare concerns are explicitly referred to in Article 101(3) TFEU and Article 2(1)(b) of the EC Merger Regulation 139/2004. See, e.g., European Commission, Notice, Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) (now Article 101(3) TFEU) of the Treaty (2004/C 101/08), para. 33 ("The aim of the Community competition rules is to protect competition on the market as a means of enhancing consumer welfare and of ensuring an efficient
complements to a cartel or to the cartel’s purchasers should be of less concern in terms of corrective justice than the damage done to the cartel’s purchasers. Such an argument would fall short in two respects. Under the given legal framework, it is far from certain that the consumers will get their actual cartel-induced damage compensated. This is, first of all, true with regard to those consumers who are not in a position to buy a cartelized product at the inflated price and who will purchase a less-preferred substitute instead. But effective compensation is also the exception with regard to final consumers who purchase a product whose price has been inflated due to cartelization. This is first of all because to identifying, locating and indemnifying the final consumers who suffer a cartel-induced overcharge is a fairly complex and costly endeavour. But there are also legal choices involved. Insofar as final consumers are only indirectly affected by a cartel, they lack standing under U.S. federal law and may recover damages only through state law actions.  

While indirect purchasers have antitrust standing under the EU Directive on Cartel Damages, the persistent problem in Europe remains the lack of effective mechanisms to overcome the collective action problem, as U.S.-style opt-out class actions are generally not available. Hence, while direct (and partly also indirect) purchasers from the cartel have antitrust standing, neither the law in the U.S. nor the law in the EU is designed in a way to assure full corrective justice to those consumers that have suffered an actual cartel-induced loss. Moreover, one must not ignore the fact that suppliers of a cartel or of firms that purchase from the cartel suffer a loss because they reduce their prices in response to the cartel’s output reduction. In doing so, they mitigate the deadweight loss and shoulder a part of the cartel overcharge that the purchasers and, ultimately, the final consumers would otherwise have to bear. Therefore, even assuming that consumers should be particularly protected by competition law, this indicates that compensation of the cartel-induced underpricing suffered by suppliers and separate sellers seems to be equally just and fair.

The directness or remoteness of an injury inflicted by cartelization is often a crucial consideration in deciding whether or not compensation should be granted to restore justice. This rests upon the natural principle of “casum sentit dominus”: as it is the owner that—at least as a matter of principle—has to bear the risk of accidental loss or destruction of his property, any market player should bear general allocation of resources.”) and Joined Cases 41-73, 43 to 48-73, 50-73, 111-73, 113-73, 114-73, Général Sucrière v. Commission EU:C:1973:151, para. 7 (“Since it is the particular objective of the Union to represent and protect consumers, it can show an interest in the correct application of Community provisions in the field of competition, which not only ensure that the common market operates normally but which also tend to favour consumers.”). In the U.S., it is, for example, the Merger Guidelines that indicate support for a consumer welfare standard, see U.S. Department of Justice & the Federal Trade Commission, Horizontal Merger Guidelines, p. 30-1 (2010) (“The Agencies will not challenge a merger if cognizable efficiencies are of a character and magnitude such that the merger is not likely to be anticompetitive in any relevant market. To make the requisite determination, the Agencies consider whether cognizable efficiencies likely would be sufficient to reverse the merger’s potential to harm customers in the relevant market”).

See supra note 10.

104 See Article 12(2) of the EU Cartel Damages Directive.

105 Under European policy, a widespread rejection of U.S.-style class actions prevails, and there is a preference for opt-in collective actions and for representative actions brought by consumer associations. There are, however, various reasons to be skeptical about the effectiveness of these instruments; see, e.g., Roger Van den Bergh, Private Enforcement of European Competition Law and the Persisting Collective Action Problem, 20 Maastricht Journal of European and Comparative Law 12-34.

market risks. Thus, it is inferred that when an injury is only remotely or indirectly connected with an antitrust infringement—e.g., via individual price setting of various intermediate parties—such damages should (normatively) be considered as a materialization of a general market risk. Based on this approach, it seems natural to argue that in the case of a price-fixing cartel, for example, the purchasers are the most directly harmed, whereas the suppliers to the cartel are harmed only as a consequence of a decline in demand following the purchasers’ reaction to cartelization. However, even if one accepts this simplistic way of describing dynamic market processes as a sequential course of events, it seems far-fetched to justify underpaying the cartel’s suppliers because their harm was merely “incidental,” as if it were an unforeseeable consequence of cartelization. Under EU law, this is reaffirmed by the decision to grant antitrust standing to indirect purchasers and to umbrella plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{107} When compared with these recognized categories of antitrust plaintiffs, the damage done to firms that supply complementary product components to a cartel or to purchasers from the cartel must not be characterized as too remote or indirect, especially when the possibility of such effects was foreseeable from the cartelists’ point of view.\textsuperscript{108}

Ultimately, coherence must be regarded as crucial in implementing corrective justice. Recall from the economic analysis that cartelization may affect producers of complementary product components equally and regardless of whether they purchase from the cartel or supply the cartel or the cartel’s customers. This indicates that when compensation for purchasers’ overcharges is considered just and fair, the same should hold true for compensating the underpayment to suppliers and separate sellers of complementary products. Otherwise, market organization would become the decisive factor in implementing corrective justice—an idea for which we see no justification.

3. Summary

Antitrust standing in favor of suppliers and separate sellers of complements creates incentives to reveal private information about cartel infringements. It also opens up the possibility of bringing a private antitrust action by parties who are in no direct business relationship with the cartelists and, thus, are less likely intimidated or corrupted. Moreover, from the point of view of corrective justice, coherence across alternative market organizations indicates that compensation for the underpayment of firms that supply a cartel or sell complements should be considered as just and fair as compensation for purchasers’ cartel overcharge. Besides, such a broad definition of standing does not involve unmanageable risks of excessive social costs in terms of an increase in more complex or meritless claims. Taken together with the argument of the optimal damages award, as demonstrated above, we see a clear case for granting suppliers and separate sellers of complements a right to sue for antitrust damages.

\textsuperscript{107} See supra sub II.2.

\textsuperscript{108} Cf. Case C-557/12, Kone AG and others v. ÖBB-Infrastruktur AG, EU:C:2014:1317, para. 34 where the ECJ stipulates that a liability for umbrella damages requires that “it is established that the cartel at issue was, in the circumstances of the case and, in particular, the specific aspects of the relevant market, liable to have the effect of umbrella pricing being applied by third parties acting independently, and that those circumstances and specific aspects could not be ignored by the members of that cartel.”
V. Legal Implications

1. U.S. Antitrust Law

In the U.S., antitrust enforcement via private damages suits rests essentially on the idea that only direct purchasers (and, perhaps, “umbrella plaintiffs”) can sue cartelists to recover the cartel overcharge they had to pay. Thus, case law at the level of the Court of Appeals—based on criteria for antitrust standing developed by the Supreme Court—excludes giving standing to suppliers on the grounds of alleged restrictive practices of their customers in the downstream market. The same applies to suits brought by separate sellers on the grounds that they suffer from reduced demand when their customers face an upstream cartel.109

Our analysis demonstrates that certain assumptions underlying those limits to the concept of antitrust standing have to be considered ill-founded. First, while courts and commentators justify the denial of standing to suppliers and separate seller of complements because of the danger of over-deterrence due to risks of duplicative recovery,110 this argument has been rebutted. On the contrary, to neglect the harm done to suppliers and separate sellers of complements may result in a risk of under-deterrence. Moreover, while Section 4 of the Clayton Act provides for treble damages to make up for risks of under-deterrence, treble damages are already associated with closing deterrence gaps that result from a variety of other shortcomings of cartel damages claims as an enforcement and compensation mechanism: the probability that a cartel may be detected and prosecuted is below one111; pre-judgment interests are generally not permitted in federal courts112; and the deadweight loss remains unaccounted for insofar as courts deny standing to non-purchasing consumers.113 Thus, it seems questionable whether treble damages can do justice to all these shortcomings.114

Second, as explicitly described in International Raw Material, the idea that, in general, only participants in a market where a restrictive practice is intended to have an effect (i.e., buyers and competitors) are regarded as suitable plaintiffs lies in the following assumption: that other market players are less likely to know about those practices and, therefore, to use that information to bring an antitrust suit.115 However,

---

109 See supra sub II.1.
110 See supra note 33, see also Page supra note 66, at 1493 ("[..] suppliers in such cases should not have standing. Because these harms are the result of the violator’s attempt to minimize costs, they are entirely offset by a cost saving to the defendant.") and Thomas Elmansberger, The Green Paper on Damages Actions for Breach of the EC Antitrust Rules and beyond: Reflections of the Utility and Feasibility of Stimulating Private Enforcement through Legislative Action, 44 Common Market Law Review 431, 461 (2007) ("Those affected by the declining fortunes of a firm harmed by conduct restricting competition could be […] suppliers […]. Injuries to these persons constitute separate damages in addition to the damages caused by the (primary) injury to the immediate victim of the anti-competitive behaviour. Granting claims for those indirect and remote injuries would therefore necessarily lead to multiple damages.").
111 Areeda, Blair, Hovenkamp and Durrance supra note 13, at ¶ 330b, p. 40.
115 See supra note 31.
the cases presented above\textsuperscript{116} demonstrate that there are, indeed, parties other than purchasers or competitors that might contribute to detecting and remediing antitrust infringements. Through their narrow concept of antitrust standing, the courts deliberately forgo this potential and settle for a less than optimal exploitation of private parties’ incentives to bring an antitrust suit. This has been explicitly conceded in Exhibitor's Service, as there it was held that in cases in which denying a remedy “is not likely to leave a significant antitrust violation undetected or unremedied,” it should be regarded as acceptable or even preferable that not “every restraint must become the subject of a private action even when those directly injured do not choose to make it so.”\textsuperscript{117}

Third, courts regard the infringements inflicted upon suppliers and separate sellers of complements as too complex and costly to prove (“speculative”). Thus, they insist on a narrow concept of antitrust standing out of fear that an increased number of unmeritorious antitrust suits might unduly burden the court system. However, we believe that these concerns should have less impact. Note that these arguments have to do with the state of empirical methods and of their forensic practice of the 1970s and 1980s. Moreover, while it may be justified to adjust some points of the institutional framework, such as the fee allocation rules, the mentioned concerns certainly do not legitimate excluding categories of plaintiffs from antitrust standing.

There are, hence, good reasons to reconsider certain arguments on which the courts base their narrow concept of antitrust standing. Courts should make use of the leeway left by the Supreme Court’s adjudication to expand the concept of antitrust standing. As the Court of Appeals for the First Circuit remarked, plaintiffs other than competitors and consumers are only “presumptively disfavored,” and, thus, “there can be exceptions, for good cause shown” that the court explained further:

"The most obvious reason for conferring standing on a second-best plaintiff is that, in some general category of cases, there may be no first best with the incentive or ability to sue."\textsuperscript{118}

However, while the Supreme Court has so far abstained from clarifying the weight of the factors it stipulated and their interrelation, it seems fair to assume that the lower federal courts have little room to expand the concept of antitrust standing.\textsuperscript{119} Thus, a change in the Supreme Court’s case law would represent an improvement over the current state of the law. In particular, it seems advisable to abandon or at least to ease the current criteria based on “the existence of more direct victims of the alleged conspiracy.”\textsuperscript{120} The court should, as a matter of principle, grant antitrust standing to other injured parties. This is necessary to eliminate weaknesses of the current state of private antitrust enforcement and to deliver its full potential.

Finally, opinions differ about the proper role of fair and just compensation of cartel victims.\textsuperscript{121} As far as we can ascertain, courts in the U.S. have mentioned compensation as an objective of cartel damages actions, but they have not explicitly considered this aspect as an argument for a broader concept of

\textsuperscript{116} See supra sub II.1.
\textsuperscript{117} Exhibitors’ Service, Inc. v. American Multi-Cinema, Inc., 788 F.2d 574, 581 (9th Cir. 1986) (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{118} SAS of Puerto Rico, Inc., v. Puerto Rico Telephone Company, 48 F.3d 39, 45 (1st Cir. 1995).
\textsuperscript{119} See Areeda, Blair, Hovenkamp and Durrance supra note 13, at ¶339e, pp. 139-142.
\textsuperscript{120} Associated General Contractors v. California State Council of Carpenters, 259 U.S. 519, 545 (1982).
\textsuperscript{121} See supra sub IV.2.
antitrust standing. In fact, one may well argue that optimal deterrence is the best one can strive for, in terms of corrective justice, as well. However, what should give the courts some food for thought is the striking incoherence of the current approach. Producers of goods that are complements to a cartelized product enjoy a right to claim damages as purchasers, but they are denied compensation for their antitrust injury when they supply a cartel or act as separate sellers to the cartel’s purchasers. Given the lack of convincing reasons for this different treatment—solely on grounds of a different market organization—the rigid concept of antitrust standing may hardly be considered convincing in terms of corrective justice.

2. Competition Law in the EU

a) Full Effectiveness of Article 101(1) TFEU

The first issue to be considered is the core criteria stipulated by the ECJ in Courage: would it put the “full effectiveness” of the prohibition of cartels at risk if antitrust standing for suppliers and separate sellers of complements were rejected? And, in particular: if implemented under domestic law, would such a rule render the right to claim damages “practically impossible or excessively difficult”? In answering the question of whether, judged by this yardstick, certain limits on a cartel’s liability are acceptable or even necessary, one has to consider the immutable guiding principles that underlie the right to claim antitrust damages, as laid out in Article 101(1) TFEU. In Courage, the Court referred, in essence, only to the objective of an effective enforcement when explaining why it considered the “full effectiveness” and the “practical effect” of Article 101(1) TFEU to be endangered “if it were not open to any individual to claim [cartel] damages.” Several years later, in Donau Chemie, the ECJ, allegedly summarizing its own adjudication, extended the meaning of “practical effect” by explicitly referring to corrective justice while first emphasizing the role of cartel damages claims as an enforcement mechanism:

“First of all, the right of any individual to claim damages for loss caused to him by conduct which is liable to restrict or distort competition contrary to, inter alia, Article 101(1) TFEU strengthens the working of the Community competition rules, since it discourages agreements or practices, frequently covert, which are liable to restrict or distort competition, thereby making a significant contribution to the maintenance of effective competition in the European Union […].

122 See supra at note 39.
123 See supra notes 47 and 48.
124 Note that the (positive) standard set by the Court with regard to the rights that must be deduced from Article 101 TFEU to ensure its “full effectiveness” and its “practical effect” appears to coincide with the (negative) standard that the Court enforces with regard to the question of which measures by domestic law should be declared inapplicable, as they do not comply with the principle of effectiveness as derived from the duty of loyal corporation pursuant to Article 4(3) TEU; see Case C-557/12, Kone AG and others v. ÖBB-Infrastruktur AG, EU:C:2014:1317, para. 33: “The full effectiveness of Article 101 TFEU would be put at risk if the right of any individual to claim compensation for harm suffered were subjected by national law, categorically and regardless of the particular circumstances of the case, to the existence of a direct causal link while excluding that right because the individual concerned had no contractual links with a member of the cartel, but with an undertaking not party thereto, whose pricing policy, however, is a result of the cartel that contributed to the distortion of price formation mechanisms governing competitive markets.”
125 Case C-453/99, Courage v. Crehan, EU:C:2001:465, para. 27 (“Indeed, the existence of such a right […] discourages agreements or practices, which are frequently covert, which are liable to restrict or distort competition.”).
Secondly, that right constitutes effective protection against the adverse effects that any infringement of Article 101(1) TFEU is liable to cause to individuals, as it allows persons who have suffered harm due to that infringement to seek full compensation not only for actual loss (damnum emergens) but also for loss of profit (lucrum cessans) plus interest [...] 126

This statement may be read as indicating that the Court sees the right it established in Courage primarily as an instrument to improve the enforcement of Article 101(1) TFEU. At any rate, the Court puts the objective of effective enforcement on an equal footing with the aim of corrective justice. It can be inferred from this that the Court’s famous statement regarding the “full effectiveness” of Article 101(1) TFEU being “put at risk if it were not open to any individual to claim damages for loss caused to him” 127 must not be read as an outright ban on any restriction on antitrust standing. On the contrary, such restrictions may be regarded as imperative when it is apparent that they are necessary to achieve effective private enforcement or fair and just compensation.

In view of the analysis presented in this article, there are, on the one hand, strong arguments supporting the view that the ECJ’s criteria developed in Courage requires the conferral of antitrust standing on firms that supply a cartel and on the purchasers from the cartel with complementary product components. This view applies both to effective enforcement of the prohibition of restrictive practices and to fair and just compensation for the harm done by a cartel. On the other hand, there is much to be said for the cautious use of the principle of effectiveness in the context of Article 101 TFEU. While Court statements that make reference to this principle are regularly directed towards the Member States, they have the capacity to bind the EU legislature, too. This may unduly restrict the latter’s ability to regulate damages actions for breaches of EU competition law and, thus, may jeopardize the institutional balance within the EU. Thus, the Court must not overstretch its use of the principle of effectiveness and should, indeed, take its own rhetoric seriously and restrict itself to setting standards for cartel damages actions only insofar as any other concept would render it “practically impossible or excessively difficult” to achieve the purposes of those private actions for cartel damages. 128

However, if we take the ECJ’s judgment in Kone 129 regarding the application of the Courage doctrine as precedent, there seems to be a strong case for a broad concept of standing under EU law. In Kone, the Court asked the Member States to grant standing to “umbrella plaintiffs,” even though their compensation created risks of systematic over-deterrence. 130 Moreover, it can hardly be argued that “umbrella plaintiffs” were in a better position to provide information on infringements of competition law or that they had stronger incentives to bring suit. It is also not apparent that compensation for “umbrella plaintiffs” was more warranted than compensation for the harm done to suppliers and independent producers of complements in order to achieve corrective justice. Furthermore, the calculation of a cartel’s underpayment to suppliers or separate sellers of complements is not necessarily more burdensome than a calculation of losses sustained by umbrella transactions. Therefore, appraised

127 See supra note 47.
128 For more detail on this aspect (in the context of the compensation of umbrella damages), see Franck supra note 62, pp 154-59.
129 See supra note 51.
130 See supra note 67.
in the light of its *Kone* judgment, it would seem to be consistent that the Court – if asked – declared that an outright denial of antitrust standing to suppliers and separate sellers of complements was in breach of Article 101 TFEU in conjunction with the principle of effectiveness.

b) EU Cartel Damages Directive: A Plea for Clarification

The EU has the legislative power to regulate the availability of cartel damages actions for breaches of EU competition law. Article 103(1) TFEU provides for a competence of the Union insofar as a legislative measure is “appropriate” to give effect to the “principles set out in Articles 101 and 102 [TFEU].” The requirement of “appropriateness” has to be read as a reference to the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality, as laid down in Article 5(1) and (4) TEU, which limit the Union’s leeway to exercise its legislative power. The ECJ, however, grants the EU legislature a broad political margin of discretion in this respect. Thus, while a legislative measure by the Union must hold the promise of improving the effectiveness of cartel damages actions in the light of the objectives pursued (i.e., enforcement and corrective justice), only a measure that is obviously unsuitable in this respect will not meet this condition. In the light of the arguments set out above, it is certainly within the legislative power of the EU to grant antitrust standing to firms that supply complementary products to a cartel or to the cartel’s customers.

While the EU legislature (apart from a non-conclusive hint in recital 43) refrained from addressing the issue in the recent EU Cartel Damages Directive, an affirmative legislative decision in this respect would be preferable. For one thing, the legislature could ensure legal certainty in this way. In addition, and perhaps more important, such a rule was perfectly compatible with two essential normative choices laid out in the Directive. First, in Articles 12(2) and 13 of the EU Cartel Damages Directive, standing for indirect purchasers and the recognition of a passing-on defense are stipulated. This suggests that the EU legislature has, at least in principle, committed itself to a concept whereby the right to claim cartel damages is based on individual true harm caused by a cartel infringement. To grant standing to suppliers and separate sellers of complements would amount to a coherent completion of the legal framework created by the Directive. Second, and equally consistent with a principle of cartel damages claims based on “true harm,” Article 3(3) of the EU Cartel Damages Directive forbids Member States to foresee punitive or multiple damages and other types of over-compensatory damages. Thus, by the Directive, the Member States have lost the option to offset risks of systematic under-compensation that a refusal of standing for suppliers and separate sellers of complementary goods will cause by means of a deliberate over-compensation of direct purchasers. Hence, to grant standing to the latter appears to be the preferable option to avoid a significant gap in the system of private enforcement of EU competition law.

---

131 See *supra* sub II.2.
132 On the Member State level, over-compensatory damages were available in England and Wales, Ireland and Cyprus; see Ashton and Henry *supra* note 52, para. 5.24.
133 When firms that sell complementary products to the cartel’s purchasers can sue for damages due to underpayment, for coherence, the cartelists should have a right to invoke a pass-on defense against claims by direct purchasers, as the latter benefit because they have to pay less for the components they purchased from the separate sellers.
c) Coherent Completion of the EU Law Framework through Domestic Legislation

As has been noted, presently, the ball is in the court of the Member States. First, their courts could initiate a preliminary reference to the ECJ in order to clarify whether Article 101(1) TFEU, in connection with the principle of effectiveness, does require standing for suppliers and independent producers of complements. Second, while this question remains unsettled (or after the Court should have answered it in the negative) and while it remains unaddressed by the EU legislature, it is for the Member States’ laws to define this matter of antitrust standing. However, in light of the above analysis and given that their regulatory leeway is constricted by the fundamental choices made through the EU Cartel Damages Directive and that they, in particular, have lost the option of multiple damages for (direct) purchasers, we recommend an approach along the same lines that grants standing not only to indirect purchasers and “umbrella plaintiffs” (as already prescribed by EU law), but also to suppliers and to independent producers of complements.

VI. Concluding remarks

Wrongdoers should not be held liable for every harm linked with their illegal activity. We submit that the dividing line between recoverable and non-recoverable antitrust injuries should not be drawn in a way that excludes the harm done to firms that supply cartelists or firms that purchase from the cartel with closed complements—i.e., with elements that ultimately form a crucial component of an integrated product. Even though U.S. antitrust law and competition law in the EU are characterized by different institutional frameworks, we believe that this statement holds true on both sides of the Atlantic. While its implementation requires a change in the case law of the Supreme Court and, thus, is not likely to happen in the U.S. in the near future, it is a good fit with essential normative choices taken both in the jurisprudence of the ECJ with regard to Article 101 TFEU (in conjunction with the principle of effectiveness) and by the EU legislature in the Cartel Damages Directive. Our analysis shows that to reduce damages, claims for the overcharge incurred by customers may substantially underestimate the extent of the damages necessary to create sufficient deterrence. Moreover, we demonstrate the incoherence of the approach in which producers of closed complements enjoy antitrust standing to sue for recovery of the cartel overcharge when they have purchased the cartelized product, but they are declined standing to sue for compensation of their underpayment when they supply a cartel or the cartel’s purchasers. Taking into account various factors—such as private information on cartel infringements, incentives to bring suit, and the social costs of litigation—that determine the effectiveness and efficiency of antitrust suits in terms of private enforcement, and also keeping in mind considerations of corrective justice, a concept of standing that includes these parties should, indeed, be regarded as the preferable option.
VII. Appendix

Figure 10: Comparison of total damages in the two counterfactuals – example 1 with zero marginal costs for product A

Figure 11: Comparison of total damages in the two counterfactuals – example 2 with zero marginal costs for product A